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Student Support Services Department Contacts
Name
Ammar Saheli
Linda Freccero
Amani Dunham
Jessie Dryden
Laura Mitchell-Morton
Melissa Richardson
Cynthia Brice
Kathy Records
Maria Camarillo
Liz Paiva
Teresa Glaze
Bill Reid

Position
Director
Coordinator
Restorative Practices TSA
School Social Worker
School Social Worker
School Social Worker
Student Welfare & Attendance
Specialist (Elementary)
Student Welfare & Attendance
Specialist (Secondary)
Administrative Assistant II
Senior Office Assistant
Senior Office Assistant (DICE)
Campus Security Officer

Office Location
District Office
District Office (DICE)
Adult School (Room 17)
Adult School (Room 17)
Adult School (Room 17)
Adult School (Room 17)
District Office

Contact
Ext. 4762
Ext. 4763
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext. 4732

District Office

Ext. 4767

District Office
District Office
District Office (DICE)
Edendale Middle School
& District Community

Ext. 4774
Ext. 4764
Ext. 4895
EXT.

SLZUSD School Social Worker Assignments
School

Social Worker
Elementary
Bay
Laura
Colonial Acres
Jessie
Dayton
Melissa
Corvallis
Melissa
Del Rey
Melissa
Grant
Laura
Hillside
Jessie
Hesperian
Jessie
Lorenzo Manor
Laura
Middle School
Bohannon
Melissa
Edendale
Jessie
Washington Manor
Laura
High School
Arroyo
Laura
East Bay Arts
Jessie
San Lorenzo
Melissa
Royal Sunset
Jessie
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SLZUSD Mission & Vision Statements
SLZUSD Mission
The San Lorenzo Unified School District teachers and staff will collaborate with families and the
community to cultivate safe learning environments and ensure equitable opportunities and
outcomes for all students.


All students will become engaged community members contributing to, and becoming
good stewards of, our changing world.



All students will reach their highest potential as creative and critical thinkers prepared for
college, career and life-long learning.

SLZUSD Vision
Students will become creative, collaborative, compassionate, resilient, well-informed and socially
responsible advocates for equity and social justice as a result of their education, experience and support
from educators, families and the community.
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SLZUSD Goals
1. Student Achievement: The San Lorenzo Unified School District will ensure
equitable learning outcomes for all students
Teachers will improve the effectiveness of their instruction so all students are able to
demonstrate mastery of Common Core Standards using multiple measures:
 Differentiating instruction for students with identified needs to ensure access to
Common Core State Standards/grade level subject matter;
 Ensuring reading proficiency by grade 3;
 Passing algebra by grade 9;
 Earning the equivalent of a “C” or higher in all academic subjects;
 Ensuring growth and achieving proficiency on formative and standardized
assessments;
 Gaining admittance to (and achieving success in) higher education, trade school
or meaningful careers.
2. Student Engagement: The San Lorenzo Unified School District will nurture
students to become committed, caring and connected
Teachers and staff will provide relevant and engaging learning opportunities:
 Providing a broad course of study with ample enrichment opportunities;
 Increasing enrichment opportunities;
 Ensuring growth and achieving proficiency on formative and standardized tests;
 Cultivating a safe and restorative learning environment resulting in
increased respect, empathy, and mutual support;
 Improving attendance;
 Reducing suspensions and expulsions.
3. Basic Services: The San Lorenzo Unified School District will provide high quality
services, schools, and staff
Administrators will hire, train, and monitor teacher and support staff to ensure they
are highly qualified to improve services to students, families, and the community:
 Staff will work collaboratively with shared responsibility to ensure the learning
environments are clean, safe, well-maintained, and inviting.
4. Parent Involvement: The San Lorenzo Unified School District will cultivate
meaningful partnerships and authentic family engagement
Parents will engage in meaningful opportunities by:
 Attending school and district events;
 Providing input and advocacy regarding school governance;
 Engaging in two-way communication with teachers and support staff (including
the use of School Loop);
 Participating in parent education;
 Utilizing educational and support services.
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Theory of Action & Right Drivers

Leadership
Actions

Student
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher
Practice

Right Drivers
Professional Development – On Site Instructional Coaches –
Professional Learning Communities – Walkthrough Protocols – Data-Based Inquiry
Parent Engagement

Key Practices for Common Core Implementation
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy - Restorative Practices - RTI2
Differentiation - Essentials for Learning - Depth of Knowledge - Special Education
English Language Development – SEAL – Integrated Technology

Dashboard/Data Monitoring Tools
CAASPP – District Surveys – NWEA – Facilities – FIT
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Explicit Departmental Goal of Support: Through a process of systemic synergy, the
2015-2016 goal of the Student Support Services Department is to create a districtwide
climate that optimizes, maximizes, and increases student access to high quality
teaching and learning.
Student Support Services Culture/Climate Theory of Action
In collaboration with all in the San Lorenzo Unified School District, the Department of Student
Support Services seeks to continually implement and develop systems to have the most coherent,
comprehensive, healthy, and restorative approaches to student discipline, fostering facilitative
schools regarding community, culture, and climate. Over the past six years our out-of-school
suspension and expulsion referrals have consistently declined. It is not only important for our
discipline numbers to decline with positive implications, we also want to work toward improving
our suspension and expulsion rates, along with improving racially disproportionate outcomes.
For the 2014-2015 school year, African American students comprised 40% of the district
suspensions, while representing 12-13% of the district population. No other SLZUSD racial
subgroup is disproportionate. The three tables below depict suspension and expulsion referral
trends, starting with the 2008-2009 school year.

Based upon the aggregate data depicted, we
want to continue this trajectory, while also
maintaining the right understanding
regarding potential rationales for such
declines. For some people, when in effect,
suspension and expulsion increases are
connected with feelings of increased campus
security and safety. Stated differently, the
more you suspend and expel, some would
postulate, the safer the school community.
However, research actually reveals a
problematic correlation between increased
suspensions and expulsions, especially when issued under zero tolerance policies, mindsets, and
practices. On another level, some presume that a decline in suspensions is the evidence that
school administrators have turned soft on discipline, ignoring suspendable and expellable student
6

behaviors. To take it a step further, some might even presume that for the sake of producing
attractive data-sets, some students are sent home without the recording of a suspension. At no
time should a student be sent home under the expectation of a suspension, without suspension
forms being completed and documentation being entered into Aeries.
The Department of Student Support Service and SLZUSD works strategically to foster climates
and cultures that place students in position to make healthy choices, leading to less suspsension
and expellable incidents. Even though our District does not operate under a formal
culture/climate program like PBIS, we do have a strategic process and theory of action we utilize
to impact, foster, and support schools with the establishment of effective school communities.
Some of the systems the Department of Student Support Services utilizes to be of support, across
schools in accomplishing the District goals of Student Achievement, Student Engagement, and
Parent Involvement are:










Restorative Practices/Restorative
Justice: Adult Professional
Development & student circles
Restorative Practices Teacher On
Special Assignment
Student Support Services Social
Workers (General Education)
Secondary Expectation Assemblies
Elementary Expectation Assemblies
(as requested)
Transparent data sharing
Expulsion Training Tool
Truancy & Chronic Absenteeism
Data Analysis & Intervention
Protocols
Protocols Tool










SLZUSD Mental Health
Collaborative & campus-based
behavioral health supports and
counseling
COST/SIS Teams (Coordination of
Services Team/Student Intervention
Services)
Monthly Campus Security Officer
Meetings
Monthly TK-Adult Equity Sessions
Behavior Health Collaborative (Biweekly)
SART/SARB
Student Support Services Manual

Some of the Student Support Services site-based and District interventions and referral services
include:







Counseling
Parent Project
Loving Solutions
REACH
Student Success Team Meetings
(SSTs)
Section 504s









Mentoring
Family Meeting
Restorative Circles
Home Visit
Toolbox Strategies
McKinney Vento
Home-Visits

The support systems and referral options above, serve as interventions used to create a
Districtwide culture, replete with healthy communities as well as supportive and conducive
classroom climates. In the book, Professional Capital: Transforming Teaching in Every School,
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by Michael Fullan and Andy Hargreaves, the following is said about the critical importance and
understanding of the cultural atmosphere within an organization:
“Like a hotel or car rental service, you can tell what a school is going to be like the
moment you walk in. Is the office staff kind and courteous or do they make you feel like
a stranger? Do students welcome and acknowledge you or push you out the way? Are
classroom doors shut, walls bare, and children grimly concentrating on the next passage
in their textbook? Or are classrooms buzzing hives of activity with actively engaged
children immersed in challenging learning, effortlessly using appropriate technology to
demonstrate their knowledge, and sad when the lesson has to come to an end? This is
called culture—and in schools and other organizations it’s everything” (p. 21).
Although we all are responsible, a healthy systemic culture is one of the preeminent expectations
within the Department of Students Support Services, across all schools, systems, and offices. In
response the authors above also stated, “At its best, culture doesn’t give you a good teacher here
and a weaker teacher there, but many strong and capable teachers working passionately together,
under visionary leadership, so all of their students succeed. And not just in a few schools, but all
schools across the system” (p. 21). This is not only a truth for teachers, but every adult within the
system.
While striving for such a facilitative culture and climate, the target and mission is beyond
compliance, awareness, and alignment; it is holistically about coherence. Coherence is the
essence of every educator and employee within our educational system being active agents, not
simply having the knowledge of our systemness and right drivers, but also manifesting the
outcomes in mind and action. Through collaboration and calibration, coherence speaks to the
intentional ethos of working in concert and harmony under the same shared vision. The goal is to
continually deepen and create more systemness within the services and interventions we provide
to our students, families, and each other.
Restorative Practices/Restorative Justice
One such action and mindset that is at the forefront of our culture/climate and community
building expectations is Restorative Practices and Restorative Justice. Thus during the Spring of
the 2011-2012 school year, the Department of Student Support services began the process of
introducing Restorative Justice terminology to various District stakeholder groups. At the
beginning of the 2012-2013 school year, a voluntary Restorative Justice Task Force was
developed and began exploring the implementation of Restorative Justice concepts. The primary
role of the Task Force was to revise the previous discipline matrix, developing a more restorative
approach, while also creating alternatives to suspension, in-line with revised Education Code and
AB 1729. During that process the Task Force facilitated a combination of at least 20 worksessions, SLZUSD Governing Board presentations, stakeholder and community meetings.
Although it is now in need of revision, through that process and its vetting by all bargaining
units, the Elementary and Secondary matrices were Board approved.
Through the multiple 2012-2013 Restorative Justice conversations and planning sessions, one
sentiment was continually echoed. “What kind of support will be added to the district to help
support, implement, and sustain the work of Restorative Justice?” Despite the fact the work is
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connected to all of us, during the 2013-2014 school year, Amani Dunham was added to the
Student Support Services Department as a Teacher on Special Assignment for Restorative
Practices. Additionally, during the 2014-2015 school year three Social Workers (Jessie Dryden,
Laura Mitchell-Morton, Melissa Richardson) were also added to the Department and District.
During the 2013-2014 year, the work of Amani Dunham truly deepened our understanding of
Restorative Practices. As mentioned earlier about the misconception between increased
suspensions equaling increased safety, some might believe Restorative Practices is a process or
intervention that is soft on discipline and accountability. That is a false reality. Restorative
Practices equate to a mindset that exudes the deepest forms of love, humanness, personal
accountability, respect, relationship, and community. Because of the relational and below-the
green-line essence of Restorative Practices, it easy for some to misunderstand its nature and
explicit tenets. Not to mention, because it is rooted in relationship and community, some seek to
define it in their own terms, while others seek to label it as the same thing schools and districts
have done in the past, just with a new name/label. Neither is true or appropriate in description or
praxis.
By definition and in its primary essence, Restorative Practices represent a fluid and multifaceted
paradigm that allows adults to build community with each other, engaging in deeper and more
meaningful forms of communication, collaborative learning, and expression about relevant,
difficult, and even emotional experiences that touch our lives and daily work. Secondarily, in a
school setting, Restorative Practices provide enhanced platforms for teachers/educators and
adults to build deeper levels of community with students—inside and outside the classroom.
Lastly, the conceptions of Restorative Justice foster proactive ways to respond to student
misconduct, providing them with restorative ways of repairing harm, embracing accountability,
and rebuilding community. Notice the critical importance that Restorative Practices and
Restorative Justice are not identical. Restorative Justice is birthed out of Restorative Practices
when community bonds are broken and in need of repair.
Every educator knows that the key to professional success is rooted in relationship. We typically
have the most success with the adults and students with whom we have a relationship. This is a
critical process that must be evident from the classroom to the cafeteria. Relationship is the cord
and fiber that binds all that exists within and connects to SLZUSD and beyond. Thus
simplistically, the first element of Restorative Practices has a goal of establishing, building, and
enhancing adult-to-adult relationships, followed by adult-to-student connectivity, and then
opportunities to heal and repair when connections are broken. Through a retroactive lens and
paradigm, it is about what we do with, and not to or for. Any definition or rhetoric that detracts
from that footprint and paradigm can be considered a misrepresentation or misunderstanding of
what we are trying to accomplish in SLZUSD through Restorative Practices.
Critical Communication
One important element of making, creating, and sustaining a responsive community is clear
communication. Sometimes there are misunderstandings regarding discipline referrals because
the form of discipline issued (restorative or not), is not reported to the referral originator or is not
clear. On some levels it can also be perceived that the level of intervention or discipline issued
by the administrator was not punitive enough. When such occurrences and forms of
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misunderstanding occur, it is often evidence of miscommunication or a lack of systemic
calibration around the whole-school approach and response to discipline. One additional goal of
the Department of Student Support Services will be the development of a universal discipline
referral form with a communicative feedback loop.
As described in the Administration & Expulsion Hearing Panel Training Tool portion of this
manual, expulsion referrals should be made when all other means of correction have failed and
the infraction in question warrants the submission of an expulsion referral. For the sake of
communication, three brief elements of the expulsion referral process will be discussed:




The expulsion referral
The expulsion hearing process and placement outcome
Manifestation/Determinations

Again, expulsion referrals are for extreme cases and for a more detailed understanding you can
read the Administration & Expulsion Hearing Panel Training Tool section. However, it is
important to note that through the expulsion referral process, only the SLZUSD Governing
Board has the authority to render a student expelled. Up to that point, it is simply recommended
that a student be expelled. If an expulsion referral results in a formal expulsion hearing, a panel
of 3 hears all elements of the case and makes a recommendation to the Governing Board. The
expulsion hearing panel can also find that there is insufficient evidence to move forward with the
expulsion. Should that occur, Education Code 48918 (e) says:
“If the administrative panel decides not to recommend expulsion, the expulsion
proceedings shall be terminated and the pupil immediately shall be reinstated and
permitted to return to the classroom instructional program from which the expulsion
referral was made, unless the parent, guardian, or responsible adult of the pupil requests
another school placement in writing. Before the placement decision is made by the
parent, guardian, or responsible adult, the superintendent of schools or the
superintendent's designee shall consult with school district personnel, including the
pupil's teachers, and the parent, guardian, or responsible adult regarding any other school
placement options for the pupil in addition to the option to return to his or her classroom
instructional program from which the expulsion referral was made. If the hearing officer
or administrative panel finds that the pupil committed any of the acts specified in
subdivision (c) of Section 48915, but does not recommend expulsion, the pupil shall be
immediately reinstated and may be referred to his or her prior school or another
comprehensive school, or, pursuant to the procedures set forth in Section 48432.5, a
continuation school of the school district. The decision not to recommend expulsion shall
be final.
The above information is critical to understand because it could be the reason why a student who
is recommended for expulsion returns to the campus from which the expulsion referral was
made. Under such circumstances it could appear as administrator or district negligence, when in
actuality the law was being followed. In such situations a conversation is engaged with the
family about an alternate placement or school. However, if the family does not agree, the student
would have a right to return to the same school.
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There is also another stipulation that must be considered that could engender a similar situation,
which is the Manifestation/Determination process. Students with Individual Education Plans
(IEPs) and students with Section 504 Plans have an extra layer of Federal protection when being
recommended for expulsion. This extra process and meeting referred to as the
Manifestation/Determination, serves as a convening to determine if the committed infraction was
a result of the IEP or 504 Plan related disability and/or a result of a failure to implement or
adhere to the IEP or Section 504 Plan. If either of the two are found to be the case, the student
cannot move forward with the expulsion process, maintaining the right to immediately return to
the same school from which the referral was made, unless the family requests another placement
that can be reasonably accommodated.
Again, the two elements above must be part of our collective discipline schema so we do not
operate under an impression that a student was negligently not held accountable for their actions
by being expelled or on a minimum level, having their school placement changed.
The Department of Student Support Services is dedicated to providing the necessary
supports to ensure that all of our schools and campuses have an optimal opportunity to
function in safe, thriving, rigorous, productive, and restorative communities, where
instruction is maximized, respect is manifested, and responsiveness is central.
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RESTORATIVE PRACTICES LOGIC MODEL FOR SAN LORENZO UNIFIED
Goals:
Reduce racial disproportionality in office referrals, suspensions, expulsions, and academic performance
Increase social emotional literacy of adults and students in the school community
Build and sustain healthy relationships and positive school climate that promote an equitable and restorative environment
Create district-wide capacity and support for restorative principles and practices

Resources
Existing:

Activities

Outputs

Outcomes

Provide Professional
development for all
stakeholders

Highly trained staff who implement: restorative circles, trauma
informed practices, social emotional learning, student
engagement, and racial and cultural awareness

Improved relationships
among staff, students, and
families

Support from Student Support Services and District
Leadership

Offer technical assistance to
school sites for restorative
practices implementation

Professional learning community for site based leaders

Increased culture and climate
of safety and belonging for all

Three District Social Workers with .5 allocation to
Restorative Practices support

Coach staff and
administrators

Increased ownership and implementation of the 3 tiers of RP at
each school site

District Restorative Practices website and resource library

Identify and train site based
leaders

Increased collaboration across sites and departments

One District Wide Teacher on Special Assignment for
Restorative Practices

Support for restorative practices at a number of school
sites

Needed:
Additional District Wide Teacher on Special Assignment for
Restorative Practices
One stipend Lead RP Teacher per site
Jointly funded full time RP Site Coordinators
Comprehensive funding package to support professional
development, substitute coverage, and materials
Strengthened partnerships with families and community
organizations such as REACH, Alameda County Sheriff’s
Department, Community Works, and SEEDS
District branded Restorative Practices training and support
materials
Increased administrative and staff understanding and
commitment to Restorative Practices

Increased leaderships skills and support for staff

Data driven decision making
Collect and analyze data on
implementation and impact
Gather formal and informal
feedback about RP training
and support
Facilitate school and district
level community building and
repairing harm circles
Provide information to
families and community
related to restorative
practices
Consult with and build
capacity of district leadership
Develop peer leadership and
student engagement
Advocate for equitable
policies and systems

Increased awareness of trends and practices related to discipline
and RP

Improved response based on
trauma informed practices
Whole school implementation
of RP
More equitable systems and
personal practices
Increased satisfaction and
buy in across district

Effective RP training and implementation tailored to site needs
Increased circle practices at school sites in all 3 tiers
Improved problem solving and communication skills for students
and staff

Authentic parent engagement
and cohesive sense of
community

Shared understanding of restorative practices between school,
families, and community
Increased school to home application of restorative practices

District-wide paradigm shift
toward relationship centered
communication and
management

District and site administrator understanding, ownership, and
support for restorative practices

Increased youth engagement
and student voice

Thriving student leadership groups, clubs, and classes that
support development of identity and community
Peer led mediations and circles at each site
Universal referral forms and data tracking systems
Positive behavior expectation and discipline matrices
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RESTORATIVE
PRACTICES
OVERVIEW
What are Restorative Practices?
Restorative Practices effectively foster supportive and safe school climates by preventing, addressing, and changing
behaviors that hurt individuals, families, schools, and communities. Because they provide structures and skills
needed to create and maintain positive relationships, Restorative Practices help strengthen the communication
between adults on campus. They are also the preferred approach to address student behavior issues because they
reflect the importance of relationships among students and between teachers and students. These approaches
provide students with opportunities to develop self-discipline and positive behaviors in a caring, supportive
environment. A restorative approach sees conflict or misbehavior as an opportunity for students to learn about the
consequences of their actions, to develop empathy with others, and to experience making amends in such a way
that strengthens community bonds that have been damaged.
On a Restorative Practices continuum, informal practices include affective statements and questions that
communicate peoples’ feelings, and allow for reflection on how one’s behavior has affected others. Impromptu
restorative dialogues and circles are more structured, while formal conferences require more preparation and include
more representation from the community such as family members. Restorative Practices are used in the classroom
to help create a caring and supportive environment with a focus on relationship building. They are also used to reenter students into school after suspension, expulsion or incarceration.

Examples of Restorative Practices:
Affective Statements and Questions- Statements and questions that appropriately communicate peoples’ feelings,
and allow for reflection on how their behavior has affected others.
Restorative Dialogue- A structured conversation used to resolve conflict or appreciate others and asks some
version of the following questions:
 From your point of view, what happened?
 What do you remember thinking at the time?
 How have you and others been affected?
 What feelings and needs are still with you?
 What do you think should happen next?
Classroom Circles- A group discussion format which is a mainstay of Restorative Practices and can be used in a
variety of ways including but not limited to:
 Building community
 Making agreements
 Solving problems
 Exploring class material
Restorative Discipline and Other Means of Correction- More formal actions taken by site administration that
maintain high behavioral expectations for which all students are held accountable and may be used in lieu of, or in
addition to, traditional means of discipline such as suspension. They may include:
 Restorative conferences
 Behavior support plans
 Peer mediation
 Restitution
 Community service
 Referrals to counseling, mentoring, or after-school programs
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R ESTORATIVE P RACTICES :
A San Lorenzo Unified
School District Approach
SECTIONS:
Introduction
Background
Part of a Larger Vision
Rationale and Approach
Definitions
Sample Practices
Moving Forward
Resources

Introduction

1. Background
In 2012 California Education Code was amended to
allow for age appropriate alternatives to
suspension and expulsion that are tailored to
resolve a student’s specific misbehavior issue. The

The intent of this document is to create a context

formal and legal recognition that, in education,

for the District’s approach to the systematic

current discipline practices have become

implementation of Restorative Practices. It is a

exceedingly exclusionary and punitive afforded an

distillation of current thinking on the topic and

opportunity for the District to step back and make

includes:

careful examination of its discipline policies and



A discussion of the much needed paradigm

practices.

shift




A definition and overview of the key

A voluntary task force led by Dr. Ammar Saheli and

features of Restorative Practices

consisting of: principals; teachers; other district

Two concrete examples of Restorative

staff; and members of community based agencies

Practices

began an exploration of the principles of

Resources for learning more.

Restorative Justice. One significant
accomplishment of the task force was the

The concepts presented here will become more

amendment of the now Board approved Matrices

refined as we delve deeper and learn from

for Elementary and Secondary Discipline. The

experience. Because each school creates its own

matrices provide guidance in determining other

unique culture, the implementation of a Restorative

means of correction that are more instructive and

Practices model must be tailored to the needs of

restorative in nature.

each site. However, establishing a concise working
definition and shared vocabulary will allow for an

At the end of the 2012-2103 school year, the task

overarching coherence and cross articulation.

force recognized the need to develop a broader
and deeper understanding of Restorative Practices.

There is a growing body of literature about school-

District and site leadership demonstrated their

based Restorative Practices. Exploring other texts

commitment to maintaining a focus on Restorative

and research can deepen one’s understanding of

Practices by creating a position within Student

the work. However, this document and its

Support Services to assist in the development,

definitions should serve as a basis when discussing

support, and tracking of a viable Restorative

San Lorenzo Unified’s approach.

Practices model for the District.
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2. Part of a Larger Vision

This figure provided by Michael Fullan gives a
framework for thinking about and achieving
successful and sustainable change. When you overlay
the process of implementing Restorative Pr actices
district -wide, the trajectory of the work come s into
sharper focus.

Educational change can be defined as the adoption
of an innovation where the ultimate goal is
improved outcomes for students and staff by
altering practices.
Change can be challenging, and waves of
attempted change, sporadic projects, or
fragmented efforts result in feelings of overload or
what many refer to as “initiative fatigue.”
As a result, it is of paramount importance that a
systematic and district-wide focus on Restorative
Practices be understood not as a stand-alone
initiative but as an embedded and effective
mindset that will assist us in achieving our goal of
providing safe, secure, and peaceful schools where
all children can learn.

In addition to national initiatives such as CCSS and RTI,
the district has, in the last several years, put attention

The graphic below from Jim Wright makes explicit

directly on the need to ensure safe and inclusive

connections between Response to Intervention

learning environments for all students. This is

(RTI) and Common Core Sate Standards (CCSS)

evidenced in part by:

demonstrating that they are in fact not two
separate initiatives but work in concert to support



meetings that are strengths based and student

learning goals for all students. For each statement

centered such as Behavior Assistance Teams

presented, the same could be said of the concept

(BAT) and Student Intervention Services (SIS)

of Restorative Practices, which can and should be
seamlessly woven into any conversation about
student success.

The implementation of problem solving



The work of the District Behavior Specialist to
educate around Positive Behavior Support



The District’s development of an Equity Mission
and Five Equity Initiatives



The site based adoption and implementation of
various conflict resolution, character
development, and SEL curricula

A systematic cultural shift towards a fully implemented
restorative model should not be seen as distinct from
these efforts, but should offer a framework for the
continued organization, development and delivery of
Restorative Practices across the District.
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In the face of these alarming statistics, it becomes

3. Rationale

evident that the current state of discipline policies and
practices in schools are not aligning with the
educational belief that all students can learn or goal of

Nirvi Shah of Education Week writes, “If students
aren't in school, they can't learn. But if they are
disruptive or violent, they may shortchange other
students' chances at an education.”
Discipline challenges facing teachers and
administrators today are real and they are serious.
However, a punitive view of discipline results in
approaches that have questionable, if not harmful,
effects (Skiba & Peterson, 1999). Punishment focuses
on what not to do, does not teach desired behaviors,
can damage relationships, impede learning, and lead
to students dropping out of school. Discipline
policies that push students out of the classroom,
often lead to students ending up in the criminal
justice system. This is known as the School-to-Prison

creating lifelong socially responsible learners who are
college and career ready.
San Lorenzo Unified has long recognized that social
competence plays a significant role in life-long success
and that it is a legitimate school task worthy of our
time and resources. Therefore, Restorative Practices in
all of their forms, which focus not on retribution but on
reconnecting severed relationships and empowering
individuals by holding them responsible, is a natural
next step in the District’s commitment to “develop
critical and creative thinkers who are knowledgeable,
responsible, caring participants who contribute to a
changing world.”

Approach

Pipeline.
It must be recognized that implementation is not an
event but a process that will require working steadily
and deeply toward sustainability. Over the next three
years, the District should be seen as working through
the following phases of implementation:
1. Exploration and Adoption
2. Program Installation
3. Initial Implementation
 A landmark School-to-Prison Pipeline study
conducted in Texas found that among the “risk
factors” commonly associated with future
involvement in the juvenile justice system, the
single most important predictor is a history of
disciplinary referrals at school.
 According to Teaching Tolerance, 8.6 percent of
public school children have been identified as
having disabilities that affect their ability to learn,
but they make up 32 percent of youth in juvenile
detention centers.
 In 2006, California had the nation’s 12th highest
out-of-school suspension rate and 10th highest
expulsion rate (dignityinschool.org).

4. Full Operation
5. Innovation
6. Sustainability
Last year the Restorative Justice task force began with
the first phase: Exploration and Adoption. This year, we
will continue with this phase as a District. With the
assistance of Student Support Services, schools will
then begin to prepare for Program Installation and
Initial Implementation guided by a forthcoming 3 year
strategic plan.
This should be a collaborative effort involving all staff
in examining beliefs and gaining consensus on
expectations and behaviors. Innovation or
Sustainability cannot be achieved without the
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understanding that changing student behavior requires
changing staff behavior first.

4. Definitions

Restorative Practices should be used to open

The aim of Restorative Practices is to develop community

communication, build a sense of responsibility, and

and to manage conflict and tensions by building
relationships and repairing harm. This statement
identifies both proactive (building relationships and
developing community) and reactive (repairing harm and
restoring relationships) approaches.
San Lorenzo Unified subscribes to the International
Institute for Restorative Practices’ (IIRP) definition that
distinguishes between the terms Restorative Practices
and Restorative Justice. Restorative Justice practices are
a subset of Restorative Practices. Restorative Justice
practices are reactive responses to crime and other
wrongdoing after it occurs. Restorative Practices include
processes that precede wrongdoing, those that
proactively build relationships and a sense of community
to prevent conflict and wrongdoing.
A useful way to represent this distinction is to use an
already familiar image: the RTI intervention triangle:

manage difficulties before they escalate.
Some supports at this tier include: school wide positive
behavior expectations, Restorative Circles, routines and
consistency, and an ethos of caring.
Tier two
The work at this tier focuses on managing difficulties.
For example, the menu of choices from the Restorative
Discipline Matrices can be seen as targeted
interventions and alternatives to suspension for
students who make infrequent errors or may have
violated the community in a particular way for the first
time. In this way we:


Check to see if the error was accidental, or due to
an underdeveloped skill and provide assistance
(teach, model, guide, check)



Uncover and address any needs of the student that
may have led to the misbehavior



Assist the student in understanding the impact of
his or her behavior and create an opportunity for
the student to make it right

Some supports in this tier include: student centered
meetings such as BAT, SIS, or COST, problem solving
Circles, or structured peer mediation.
Thinking about restorative discipline in this way allows us
to recognize that it should be based on the very same

Tier Three

instructional concepts used to facilitate academic

This tier focuses on intensive interventions. Serious

learning. Direct instruction in social behaviors can be

offenses can result in sanctions such as behavior

provided to students. Practice, encouragement, and

contracts, suspensions, or expulsion referrals but a

correction can be delivered non-judgmentally and as

Restorative Justice practice should still be employed so

needed. Here is a more detailed look at each of the tiers:
Tier one
The work at this tier is proactive and focuses on the
development of an inclusive and safe environment for
teaching and learning, a restorative milieu, in which
relationships are at the center. The quality of student-tostudent, adult-to-student, and adult-to-adult
relationships are all contributing factors as to how
restorative a campus or a classroom may be. Proactive

that:


The relationship damaged by the offense is still the
priority



The damaged relationship is repaired



The offending individual is reintegrated, not only
for the good of that individual but also for that of
the community.

Some supports at this tier will eventually include:
collaborations with community agencies, Restorative
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Conferences, and a formal process for reentry to
class or campus community.

punishing a behavior without any examination of
the root of the behavior or an opportunity for the

5. Key Features
Restorative Practices are practices that:


Ensure emotionally safe learning
environments



Accommodate different behavior support
needs



Do not exclude



Focus on making things right and not on
retribution



Reflect community values about how
students should be treated



Are culturally responsive



Allow us to understand the impact of our
behavior



Encourage accountability



Improve school safety



Strengthen relationships



Create positive outcomes

Earlier we discussed Restorative Practices in

harmer to repair, restore, reconcile, and reintegrate. On the other hand, partially and fully
Restorative Practices are educative, relational, and
separate the person from the behavior. Here is a
comparison of what two practices at opposite ends
of this continuum may look like at Tier Three:
Retributive/ Punitive Justice (Traditional)


Wrongdoing is a violation of rules



Violations create guilt



Justice requires action by authorities to impose
punishment on offenders



punishment


continuums. The first is informal to formal and



include affective questions that cause a person
to reflect on how their behavior has affected
someone. Impromptu restorative circles are
somewhat more structured but do not require
the elaborate preparation needed for formal
conferences. As Restorative Practices become
more formal, they involve more people, require
more planning and time, and are more
structured and complete. Although a formal
restorative process might have dramatic impact,
informal practices have a cumulative impact
because they are part of everyday life (McCold &
Wachtel, 2001).

Wrongdoing is a violation of people and
relationships



Violations create obligations



Justice involves active participation by victims,
offenders, and community members in order
make things right



Accountability defined as understanding impact
of actions, taking responsibility for choices, and

the second is non-restorative to fully restorative.
On the first continuum, informal practices may

Focus is on the offender.

Restorative Justice

terms of the three tiers. Restorative Practices can
also be thought about as falling on two

Accountability defined in terms of receiving

suggesting ways to repair harm



Focus is on the victim and the harm

6. Sample Practices
What follows is a brief description of two common
Restorative Practices- Circles and Conferences.
A Restorative circle is a versatile restorative practice
that can be used proactively, to develop
relationships and build community or reactively, to
respond to wrongdoing, conflicts and problems.
Circles give people an opportunity to speak and
listen to one another in an atmosphere of safety,
decorum and equality. The circle process allows

On the second continuum, non-restorative

people to tell their stories and offer their own

practices generally focus on interrupting or

perspectives (Pranis, 2005).
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“I think respect is a fundamental value of
Restorative Justice… I think you could follow the
principles of Restorative Justice and do some
terrible things if it’s not explicitly grounded in
values.”
-Howard Zehr
Professor and Pioneer in the field of
Restorative Justice

The circle has a wide variety of purposes: conflict
resolution, healing, support, decision making,
information exchange, and relationship
development. The format maximizes the opportunity
for the quiet voices, those that are usually inhibited
by louder and more assertive people, to speak
without interruption. Individuals who want to
respond to something that has been said must be
patient and wait until it is their turn to speak.

To the victim:

A Restorative Justice Conference is a structured



What was your reaction at the time of the incident?

meeting led by a trained facilitator between



How do you feel about what happened?

offenders, victims, and both parties’ family and



What has been the hardest thing for you?

friends, in which they deal with the consequences of



How did you family and friends react when they heard

a crime of wrongdoing and decide how best to repair

about the incident?

the harm.
To all parties:
A restorative conference can be used in lieu of
traditional disciplinary or justice processes, or where
that is not appropriate, as a supplement to those
processes.
Some key features are:


Voluntary participation



Respect for everyone involved



Inclusion of all the people impacted



Consensus based decision making focused on
the harm and preventing future harm



The expanded capacity of the community to
create a fair and just response



What do you think needs to happen to make things
right?

Restorative Conferences are neither counseling nor a
mediation process, but a victim-sensitive, straightforward
problem-solving method. While many sites in the District
have practices in place to mediate and resolve conflict,
none should be considered or called a Restorative
Conference unless facilitated by someone specifically
trained in the process.

6. Moving Forward

Participants sit in a circle, and the conference

The District’s successful transformation to a fully

facilitator uses the order of speakers defined by the

restorative milieu is dependent on the sum of all parts. All

conference script (offender, victim, victim supporter,
offender supporter) to ask each person a set of
restorative questions. Below is an example of the
questions that may be asked:
To the offender:


What happened?



What were you thinking at the time?



What have you thought about since the incident?



Who do you think has been affected by your
actions? How have they been affected?

stakeholders: families, students, teachers, counselors, site
leadership, district leadership, and the larger community
have a significant role to play. On the next page you will
find recommendations for the first phase of
implementation: Exploration and Adoption.
The nature of this work is based in inclusivity and
relationships, therefore no one person or constituency
should feel isolated or as if they are working towards
these goals without the support of the larger community.
The first step is for all stakeholders to continue to deepen
their understanding of the concepts and ethos of
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Restorative Practices. The resources section at the
this document provides a list several high quality texts
and websites for learning more.

7. Exploration and Adoption
Site staff:
 Begin incorporating

the language and
concepts presented
here into daily
interactions with
students and staff
 Focus on rapport

building with and
between students


Reflect on and refine a
current practice to be
more restorative

 Take time to address
the needs of your
immediate school
community and
instruct around
expected behaviors
 Take advantage of
opportunities provided
for professional
development
 Begin informal
discussions with
colleagues regarding
ways to create a fully
Restorative campus
 Consider whether your

classroom could
become a viable
laboratory for
Restorative Practices

District leadership:

Site leadership:
 Begin incorporating

 Begin incorporating

the language and
concepts presented
here into daily
interactions with
students and staff

the language and
concepts presented
here into daily
interactions with
students and staff
 Focus on rapport
building with and
between staff



Create a three year
strategic plan



Provide opportunities
for professional
development



Provide a
communication
network



Provide guidance and
support at an
individual and site
level



Collect and evaluate
data



Work with community
agencies and local law
enforcement to bring
restorative practices to
the community at large



Identify sites and
classrooms that would
make a viable
laboratory for
Restorative Practices

 Conduct a Restorative

Discipline needs and
preferred outcomes
assessment with staff
 Begin a conversation

with staff about
teacher managed
behaviors and office
managed behaviors
 Continue to find ways

to effectively use the
new Board adopted
Discipline Matrices
 Provide protected time

to discuss Restorative
Practices including
successes and
challenges of
implementation
 Consider whether your

site could become a
viable laboratory for
Restorative Practices
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8. Resources and Acknowledgements
The creation of this document would not have been possible without the cutting edge thinking of
pioneers in the field of Restorative Practices. This document draws on the work of: Howard Zehr; Kay
Pranis; Luanna H. Meyer and Ian M. Evans; Dr. Jefferey Sprague; Jon Kidde; and Rita Alfred among
others.
While we encourage you to explore the wealth of information available on the subject, the following
websites and texts offer quality instruction, from theoretical to practical, on Restorative Practices:
Websites:


International Institute for Restorative Practices- http://www.iirp.edu/



Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth- http://www.rjoyoakland.org/



Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports- http://www.pbis.org/

Links to PDFs:


Alameda County School Health Services (SHS) Coalition-Restorative Justice: A working Guide for
Our Schools- http://healthyschoolsandcommunities.org/Docs/Restorative-Justice-Paper.pdf



Center For Restorative Process- Teaching Restorative Practices with classroom circleshttp://www.centerforrestorativeprocess.com/uploads/8/1/4/4/8144400/teaching_restorative
_practices_in_the_classrooml.pdf

Texts:


Meyer, L. & Evans, I. (2012) The Teacher’s Guide to Restorative Classroom Discipline. Thousand
Oaks CA: Corwin a Sage Company



For more information, questions, or support
Stutzman Amstutz, L. & Mullet, J. (2005) The Little Book of Restorative Discipline for Schools.
Intercourse, PA: Good Books

contact:

Teacher on Special Assignment
for Restorative Practices
Amani Dunham

Director of Student
Support Services
Dr. Ammar Saheli

adunham@slzusd.org

asaheli@slzusd.org

"Human beings are happier, more cooperative and productive, and more likely to make
positive changes in their behavior when those in positions of authority do things with21them,
rather than to them or for them."

SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
TITLE
DICE

DaySpring
Homeschooling
Program

Long Term
Independe
nt Study

Short Term
Independent Study

Royal
Sunset

DESCRIPTIONOF
PROGRAM
DICE is a voluntary independent
study program. Teachers meet with
2-4 students at a time, twice a week
for two hours. Students do most of
their work at home. Students can
receive RSP services through this
program

Parent or guardian assumes role of
teacher, providing instruction at
home. Supervising (credentialed)
teacher offers facilitation and advice
regarding curriculum, educational
materials,
assignments,
and
assessment. Students expected to
complete a minimum of 20 hours
of standards-based coursework each
week. Student, parent/guardian &
supervising
teacher
meet
periodically (typically weekly) to
review work.
The Independent Study Program is
a voluntary optional educational
alternative. Teachers meet once per
week for one hour to go over and
correct the previous week’s work
with each individual student.
Students are required to complete a
minimum of 20 hours of standardsbased coursework each week.
Students must be able to work
independently and must have the
reading comprehension skills to
navigate high school text books
Students are given a maximum of
two weeks (40 hours of standardsbased coursework) worth of work
by
teacher
to
complete
independently. All work must be
submitted on the first day back to
school to receive credit.
Placement at Royal Sunset is
voluntary. Royal Sunset has shorter
days with less class periods and
smaller class size. Students start
with a 3 period day and may add
classes after 4 weeks if they are
doing well and have good

CRITERIA FOR
STUDENTS























ENROLLMENT PROCESS

th

Kindergarten- 12
grade
Students remain
enrolled in their home
school
Priority given to
students unable to
attend school daily
due to physical/mental
health needs
Kindergarten -- 12
grade
Students remain
enrolled in their home
school
RSP services are NOT
available
Does NOT meet UC
a-g requirements
th

th

th

9 grade- 12 grade
Student does NOT
need a doctor note to
enroll
Max enrollment for
Royal Sunset is 10% of
its population
RSP services are NOT
available
Students remain
enrolled in their home
school








Family meets with Ms. Kotzin to clarify criteria
for program, and discuss appropriateness of
placement.



Parent/guardian receives a call from supervising
DaySpring teacher to schedule an intake
appointment.



Principal at school of record must approve
placement
Sending
principal
communicates
with
administrator of ISP with the following info:
student name, parent/guardian name, contact info
and reason for ISP placement
ISP admin communicates with ISP coordinator
regarding placement & then ISP coordinator will
arrange for intake w/student and parent/guardian
within one week
Once ISP contract is signed the ISP coordinator
will communicate w/sending school to change
student program
Individual school administration determines if
extended absence is excusable (i.e. health, travel)
and approves assignment of work.
10 day maximum







1 - 12 grade
Maximum 10 day
enrollment
Student remains
enrolled at home
school



Student must be 16
years or older
RSP services available
Student transfers from
sending school to
Royal Sunset



st

th

Referrals are made to DICE via site administrator
or directly through parent request.
Site administrators will be contacted for input
regarding any direct parent requests.
Placement made through Student Services
Department-Linda Freccero or Dr. Ammar
Saheli
Student and parent/guardian receive a call from
assigned DICE teacher to schedule an intake apt.
and site is notified to change program
Submit
application
to
Abigail
Kotzin
(administrator) at Royal Sunset Learning
Community.







Students referred by Student Support Services
and/or principals of traditional high schools
Sending school completes paperwork and send to
Royal Sunset
Student & parent/guardian receive a call from
office staff to schedule an intake apt.
At time of intake apt. student is dropped from
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CALSAFE

attendance. Students are strongly
encouraged to ROP. Courses do
not meet UC a-g requirements
Alameda County
Office
of
Education program for pregnant
and parenting teens. Childcare is
provided. Students attend 5 days
per week

sending school and picked up by Royal Sunset in
Aeries


Student must be
pregnant or parenting




Student withdraws from SLZUSD to enroll in
ACOE program
Student may graduate from ACOE under their
graduation requirements or return to SLZUSD to
graduate by meeting SLZUSD grad requirements

San Lorenzo Unified School District
Alternative Programs
Title

Type of
Program

Location

DICE
(District
Individualized
Contract
Education)
DaySpring

Teacher
facilitated
independent
study

District
Office
portables

ISP
(Long Term
Independent
Study)
Short Term
Independent
Study
Royal Sunset

CAL-SAFE

Parent
facilitated
studies
Teacher
facilitated
independent
study
Teacher
facilitated
independent
study
Continuation
High School

High school
program for
pregnant and
parenting
teens

Administration Coordinator

Office
Staff

Student Support
Services

Ammar Saheli
Ext. 4774
Linda Freccero
Ext. 4763

Teresa
Glaze
Ext. 4895

Abigail Kotzin
Ext. 4411

Royal Sunset
Learning
Community

Royal Sunset
Learning
Community
Royal Sunset
Learning
Community

Lorine
Bakowsky
Ext. 4411
Lorine
Bakowsky
Ext. 4411

Individual
School Site

Individual School
Administration

Royal Sunset
Learning
community

Royal Sunset
Learning
Community

Locations in
Oakland and
Hayward

Alameda County
Office of
Education

Individual
school
Administrator
or Counselor
Abigail Kotzin
Ext.4411
Sharita
Williams
Ext. 4416
ACOE

Rick Santi
Ext. 4433

Individual
school site

Lorine
Bakowsky
Ext. 4411

Ellen Cruz
670-7685
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Administration & Expulsion Hearing Panel Training Tool
This document is designed to serve as a tool and guide for administrators contemplating the
feasibility and appropriateness of an expulsion referral and for administrators who will be called
to serve on an expulsion panel. Expulsion hearings typically begin at 9:15am and panelists are
expected to arrive at 8:30am to review expulsion panelist instructions, expectations, and receive
answers to any expulsion panelist questions about the process. Typically the documents related
to the expulsion case are not reviewed by the panel until the start of the hearing or shortly before.
Every administrator is expected to volunteer for expulsion-panel duty at least once a year.
The Director or Coordinator of the Department of Student Support Services will serve as the
hearing officer. The hearing officer serves as a neutral party and is not a deciding member of a
hearing panel, but will facilitate the flow of the hearing. Hearing panels will consist of three
administrators with relatively little to no history of the student. Each school is responsible for
presenting the facts of their expulsion case to the hearing panel. If the student/family is
represented by legal counsel, SLZUSD legal counsel will also be provided for case presentation.
All expulsion hearings are recorded.
All expulsion referral packets are to be in line with education code requirements, sound,
thorough, well written, and illegible student statements must be typed by referring school
personnel. Expulsion cases can be appealed to the Alameda County Office of Education, placing
all documents, writings, and school/district professional decorum on stage. See the expulsion
checklist for specific expulsion packet documentation requirements.
According to EC 48900.5, out of school suspensions “shall be imposed only when other means
of correction fail to bring about proper conduct.” Similarly, aside from EC 48915 (c) cases,
expulsion should be considered only when other means of correction have routinely failed. As
indicated in EC 48900.5, Restorative Practices and Restorative Justice methods, by way of
community building, repair building, and re-entry circles are excellent responses to student
discipline.
If you have questions concerning expulsion nuances, contact the Department of Student Support
Services at (510) 317-4774.
Below is additional language surrounding mandatory expulsion recommendations and
infractions that are discretionary, including additional guidelines in the red and gold boxes.

Mandatory 48915 (c) Expulsion Referrals:
1. Possessing, selling, or furnishing a firearm
2. Brandishing a knife at another person
3. Unlawfully selling a controlled substance
4. Committing or attempting to commit a sexual assault
5. Possession of an explosive

48915 (c) “The principal or superintendent of
schools shall immediately suspend, pursuant
to Section 48911, and shall recommend
expulsion of a pupil that he or she determines
has committed any of the following acts at
school or at a school activity off school
grounds.”
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Optional 48915 (a)(1) Expulsions Referrals:
A. Causing serious physical injury to another person…
B. Possession of any knife or other dangerous object
of no reasonable use to the pupil
C. Unlawful possession of any controlled substance
D. Robbery or extortion
E. Assault or battery on a school employee

48915 (a)(1) “…The principal or the
superintendent of schools shall recommend the
expulsion of a pupil for any of the following
acts committed at school or at a school activity
off school grounds, unless the principal or
superintendent determines that expulsion
should not be recommended under the
circumstances or that an alternative means
of correction would address the conduct.”

Under EC 48900 a-e and EC 48915 (a)(1) A-E (above), a decision to expel a student for any of
those violations shall be based on a finding of one or both of the following:
(1) “Other means of correction are not feasible or have repeatedly failed to bring about
proper conduct.” Through the expulsion referral documentation this must be
substantially proven through historic documentation. Proof cannot be based on perception
or personal preference.
(2) “Due to the nature of the act, the presence of the pupil causes a continuing danger to
the physical safety of the pupil or others.” Through the expulsion referral
documentation this must be substantially proven through actually impacted student or
district adult personnel declarations, and cannot be based on personal preference or
perceptions.
Student Due Process: Per Education Code 48918 (b)(5) at any hearing, unless waived by the
student/family, they have the right to 1) appear in person, 2) to employ and be represented by
counsel, 3) to inspect and obtain copies of all documents to be used at the hearing, 4) to confront
and question those who testify at the hearing, 5) to question all other evidence presented, 6) and
to present oral and documentary evidence on the pupil's behalf, including witnesses.
Based upon the above due process stipulations, it is imperative that at an expulsion hearing the
school/district furnish witnesses that are relevant to the case and know that the student/family/legal
counsel will have a right to confront and question them. Any information contained within witness
statements and used to substantiate the basis of the expulsion recommendation and presented
during the hearing is considered hearsay if the witness is not present. No student can be expelled
based upon hearsay. Information shared at a hearing through a reluctant witness statement, absent
the presence of the witness at the hearing, is not considered hearsay.

Special Education & Section 504s: If a student with an IEP or 504 is recommended for
expulsion, remember that if the suspesnion is extended there must be a
manifestion/determination meeting by the 10th day of suspension. If a student with an IEP is
being recommended for expulsion contact the School Psychologist and Special Services (x4791)
or (x4774) if the student has a 504.
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Expulsion Hearing Panelist Role: The role of an expulsion panelist is to listen to, hear, analyze,
assess, question, and evaluate the facts and evidence of the expulsion case, in line with California
Education Code guidelines. At the conclusion of the hearing the three panelists are responsible
for (in private deliberations):
1. Discussing the facts of the case
2. Making a final recommendation to the governing Board or appropriate entity
3. Writing and signing a finding- of-facts document, determining if the burden of proof has
been met to warrant expulsion
Expulsion Hearing Panel Instructions & Findings: The hearing panel has three
recommendation and finding options in response to a presented expulsion case:
1. Terminate the case due to insufficient evidence in meeting the requirements to expel and
reinstate student to regular student status. Under this condition EC 48918 (e) indicates
“…The pupil immediately shall be reinstated and permitted to return to a classroom
instructional program, any other instructional program, a rehabilitation program, or any
combination of these programs. Placement in one or more of these programs shall be
made by the superintendent of schools or the superintendent's designee after consultation
with school district personnel, including the pupil's teachers, and the pupil's parent or
guardian. The decision not to recommend expulsion shall be final.” Based upon new law,
effective January 1, 2015 -- all terminated expulsions will result in students returning to
the school that initiated the expulsion referral, unless a change of school or program is
requested by the parent/guardian.
2. Recommend to expel, and recommend that the governing Board suspend the
expulsion. This option allows the student to remain in a district school or program under
a rehabilitation plan/discipline contract, and if violated turns into an expulsion without
another hearing for the duration of the original expulsion term.
3. Recommend expulsion for the applicable term related to the infraction, which could be
12 calendar months or the current and following semester. Expelled students are sent to
Alameda County operated schools/programs, Hayward Community or QUEST. Hayward
Community is an everyday program in South Hayward and QUEST is an independent
study program.
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After the Expulsion Hearing
Below are some of the legal elements that transpire after the expulsion hearing:
1. Although we complete this process the same day, within three schooldays after the
hearing, the hearing panel will determine the outcome of the case and write the factfinding document, including the statement of charges and rationale for the decision,
signed by all three panelist. If the decision is to expel and or suspend the expulsion, this
document will be presented to the Governing Board in closed session by the Director of
Student Support Services.
2. Within 10 schooldays after the conclusion of the hearing, the governing board shall
decide whether to expel the pupil, unless the pupil requests in writing that the decision be
postponed.
Special Expulsion Procedures for the Presenting Victim/Witness of Sexual Assault/Battery
Based upon EC 48918 (b)(5) in a hearing in which a pupil is alleged to have committed or
attempted to commit a sexual assault or battery, a complaining witness shall be given five days’
notice before being called to testify, and shall be entitled to have up to two adult support persons,
including, but not limited to, a parent, guardian, or legal counsel, present during their testimony.
Before a complaining witness testifies, support persons shall be admonished that the hearing is
confidential. In protection of the complaining witness/victim and integrity of the hearing process,
the hearing officer/presiding person may remove support persons who present as disruptive to
the hearing. Support persons are not required.
Additionally the complaining witness must be provided with a "nonthreatening environment"
during the hearing. Lastly, the complaining witness and the accused pupil are to be informed that
they may not contact each other while the expulsion is pending.
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D.I.C.E.
District Individualized Contract Education
OVERVIEW:
The District Independent Contract Education (D.I.C.E.) program is an alternative educational
opportunity for students within the San Lorenzo Unified School District. The program is
designed to serve middle and high school students. Direct instruction for each student is
generally four hours per week. In addition to the direct instruction, students are expected to
complete 18 - 30 hours per week of homework between teaching sessions. Students remain
nominally enrolled at their home school and continue to work to fulfill their home school’s
graduation requirements. Juniors and Seniors have the opportunity to be simultaneously enrolled
in ROP and additionally, hold down part time jobs. D.I.C.E. students who have not been expelled
from their home school are welcome to participate in their home school’s extra-curricular
activities. Services for students in need of home instruction due to illness, physical disability,
injury or confinement for psychological or psychiatric reasons are also set up through the
D.I.C.E. program and provided by D.I.C.E. staff.
HOW IS D.I.C.E. DIFFERENT FROM INDEPENDENT STUDY and home instruction?
Students in the Independent Study program are seen one hour weekly during which time the
teacher assigns and records work. Students are expected to complete large amounts of homework
each week with little academic support. The students enrolled in D.I.C.E. need more direct
instruction, supervision, motivation, and individualized attention than is offered by the
Independent Study Program. Home Instruction is an alternative program for students confined
to their homes due to physical disability, illness, injury or confinement for psychological or
psychiatric reasons. Instruction is provided by a teacher in the student’s home. Students in the
Home Instruction program are served 4-6 hours weekly, depending on their academic, physical
or mental health status.
HOW ARE STUDENTS REFERRED TO D.I.C.E.? Space in D.I.C.E. is limited and careful
consideration of individual student’s needs must be considered before making a referral to the
D.I.C.E. Program. Site administrators confer directly with the Student Support Services
Coordinator or Director to request a D.I.C.E. placement. If a student/parent makes a request for
a D.I.C.E. placement directly to Student Support Services, site administration will be contacted
to discuss placement. Transfers to D.I.C.E. will only be finalized upon receipt of the “Grade and
Credit Report for Transfer to D.I.C.E.” form (see following page.) Home Instruction services are
provided when the need is confirmed in writing by a medical professional.
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Grade and Credit Report for Transfer to D.I.C.E.
SCHOOL______________________________ Date: ____/____/____/
Registrar/Counselor_______________________ Phone _______________________________
Student name _________________________________________ ID # ____________________
DOB: ____/____/____
Grade ______
First day of attendance this
term____/____/____
Type of Grading Period (Circle one): Semester / Trimester
Type of Grading Period (Circle one): Semester / Trimester

Last day of Attendance ____/____/____
Last day of Term ____/____/____/

Last day of Term ____/____/____

Total # of credits available/Grading Period ________

Grades/Credits
Course name

Teacher

Check out
grade

# of Credits
Earned

Teacher Comments
Course

Teacher

Comments

Signature of
Registrar/Counselor/Administrator_______________________________________________
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SLZUSD Anti-Bullying Statement

The San Lorenzo Unified School District believes that all students have a right to a safe, healthy
and nurturing learning environment. The San Lorenzo Unified School District community
recognizes that schools must be physically and emotionally safe for all students in order to
promote and support academic achievement, citizenship, student attendance and engagement.
The San Lorenzo Unified School District will not tolerate behavior that infringes on the safety
and emotional well-being of any student or adult. Our schools and district will not tolerate acts of
bullying, intimidation or harassment of any student through words and actions.
“Bullying”, as legally defined by California education code 48900(r), is any
severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or conduct, including communications
made in writing or by means of an electronic act. These acts can be reasonably
perceived as being dehumanizing, intimidating, hostile, humiliating, threatening,
or otherwise likely to evoke fear of physical harm or emotional distress and may
be motivated either by bias or prejudice based upon any actual or perceived
characteristic, such as race, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression; or a mental, physical or sensory
disability or impairment; or by any other distinguishing characteristic. An
"electronic act" means the transmission of a communication, including, but not
limited to, a message, text, sound, or image, or a post on a social network internet
web site, by means of an electronic device, including, but not limited to, a
telephone, wireless telephone or other wireless communication device, computer,
or pager. A "Reasonable pupil" means a pupil, including, but not limited to, an
exceptional needs pupil, who exercises average care, skill, and judgment in
conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of his or her age with his or
her exceptional needs.
There is an expectation that all students, staff, parents, and volunteers demonstrate behavior that
is respectful and civil and not tolerate bullying. It is essential that San Lorenzo Unified School
District adults model behaviors as positive examples for student behavior.
The San Lorenzo Unified School District expects students, staff and parents to immediately
report any incident of bullying to the principal or designee. Students, parents and staff members,
who observe or experience any incident of bullying are also encouraged to complete and submit
the “Student Bullying Report Form” available on the school’s and Student Support Services
Webpage. Staff members are expected to immediately intervene when they observe bullying.
Each complaint of bullying will be promptly investigated and logged. Students can rely on staff
to promptly investigate each complaint of bullying in a thorough and confidential manner.
The San Lorenzo Unified School District expects all students to conduct themselves in a manner
that demonstrates the proper regard for the rights and welfare of other students, staff, parents,
and community members. All teachers will discuss this policy with their students in an ageappropriate manner and should assure students that they need not endure any form of bullying.
Students who bully are in violation of these guidelines and are subject to disciplinary action up to
and including expulsion (Education Code 48900(r)).
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District procedures for preventing and intervening in bullying behavior include, but are not
limited, to the following:





All staff, students and parents will receive a copy of these guidelines prohibiting bullying
at the beginning of the school year
The school’s principal or designee will keep a report of bullying and the results of
investigation confidential
All staff will immediately intervene to an appropriate degree whenever they observe or
become aware of a bullying
Non-staff members who observe or become aware of bullying are strongly encouraged to
report the incident in order to support the school’s efforts to promote a safe learning
environment

This statement applies to every form of bullying, harassment, and/or cyber-bullying/harassment,
whether in the classroom, on school premises, when a student is traveling to or from school, or at
a school-sponsored event. Bullying or harassment, including cyber-bullying/harassment, that is
not initiated at a location defined above is covered by this policy if the incident results in a
potentially material or substantial disruption of the school learning environment for one or more
students and/or the orderly day-to-day operations of any school or school program.
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDENT BULLYING REPORT FORM
It is the intent of the SLZUSD Governing Board to provide a process for students, parents, and
members of the community to address complaints of bullying to appropriate district personnel and
to receive a prompt response to this complaint without fear of retaliation.
It is also the intent of the Governing Board to protect students or personnel from unfair and
unfounded accusations, to conduct a prompt and reasonable investigation, and to resolve any
complaints in accordance with school and district policies and procedures. Complaints shall be
investigated in a manner that protects the confidentiality of the parties.
Submission of this report form is encouraged; however oral reports shall be considered official
reports. Reports may be made anonymously, but formal disciplinary action may not be based solely
on an anonymous report. Any student who feels she/he is a victim of bullying should immediately
contact a teacher, counselor, principal, or staff person. Staff shall assist students and/or parents in
completing the bullying complaint form, as requested.
Name of Student

Date of Report

Parent/Guardian/Community member
(Filing this complaint on behalf of a student)
Person(s) your complaint involves
Date(s) of Incident
Where did the incident take place?
Did you report this incident of bullying?

____ Yes

____No

If yes, to whom?
When?
Please describe your complaint in as much detail as possible. (Use extra sheets of paper if
necessary.)

Attach any documents related to this complaint.
Signature

Date

Please submit this form to the school principal. If you need assistance completing this form, please
contact the school principal.
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Bullying Defined (California Education Code)
48900: A pupil shall not be suspended from school or recommended for expulsion, unless the
superintendent or the principal of the school in which the pupil is enrolled determines that the
pupil has committed an act as defined pursuant to any of subdivisions (a) to (r), inclusive:
48900(r) Engaged in an act of bullying. For purposes of this subdivision, the following terms
have the following meanings:
(1) "Bullying" means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or conduct, including
communications made in writing or by means of an electronic act, and including one or more
acts committed by a pupil or group of pupils as defined in Section:




48900.2 (Sexual Harassment)
48900.3 (Hate Violence, 4-12)
48900.4 (Harassment, threats, or intimidation, directed against school district
personnel or pupils, that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to have the actual and
reasonably expected effect of materially disrupting classwork, creating substantial
disorder, and invading the rights of either school personnel or pupils by creating an
intimidating or hostile educational environment, 4-12)

Bullying must be directed toward one or more pupils that has or can be reasonably predicted to
have the effect of one or more of the following:
(A) Placing a reasonable pupil or pupils in fear of harm to that pupil's or those pupils'
person or property.
(B) Causing a reasonable pupil to experience a substantially detrimental effect on his or
her physical or mental health.
(C) Causing a reasonable pupil to experience substantial interference with his or her
academic performance.
(D) Causing a reasonable pupil to experience substantial interference with his or her
ability to participate in or benefit from the services, activities, or privileges provided by a
school.
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San Lorenzo Unified School District (Name of School)
Witness Statement
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
“I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct.”

____________________________
Printed Name

__________________________
Signature

___________
Date
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San Lorenzo Unified School District (name of school)
Reluctant Witness Statement
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
“I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct.”

____________________________
Student Printed Name

__________________________
Student Signature

____________
Date

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reluctant Witness Statement Addendum
“I request that my identity be kept confidential because I fear that the disclosure of my identity as a witness [or my
testimony at the hearing, or both] would subject me to an unreasonable risk of physical or psychological harm.”

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________
Student Printed Name

__________________________
Student Signature

___________
Date
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE PROTOCOLS
AR 5145.12 (a)
Reasonable Suspicion Student Searches
Searches shall be made in the presence of at least one other district employee. Employees shall not
conduct strip searches or body cavity searches. (Education Code 49050)
Case law provides protection for school district employees to conduct student searches under the grounds
of “reasonable suspicion.” The following procedures are to be followed when searching students of the
San Lorenzo Unified School District (SLZUSD), once reasonable suspicion has been assumed:
1. Upon assuming reasonable suspicion that a student may be under the influence, or a threat to self
or others, the student may be searched by a designated school official in the presence of at least
one SLZUSD employee.
2. The following methods may be employed when conducting a student search: 1) A Principal or
Assistant Principal may conduct the search in the presence of at least one SLZUSD employee 2)
A Principal or Assistant Principal may call a School Resource Officer to conduct the search in the
presence of a school official, 3) A Principal or Assistant Principal may require Campus Security
Officers to conduct the search in the presence of at least one SLZUSD employee.
3. After the conclusion of the search and before the student departs the school, regardless of leaving
at the end of the school day, or being escorted off campus by a School Resource Officer, the
Reasonable Suspicion form regarding student searches must be completed along with a parental
phone call.
Critical Points to Remember (Aside From California Education Code 49050)
Under no circumstance is a SLZUSD employee to search a SLZUSD student of the opposite sex. This is
not applicable of student searches conducted by School Resource Officers. During the process of a
student search, no student is to lower his/her pants, inclusive of situations when a student is wearing
pocketed shorts under their pants.
AR 5145.12 (b)
The searching of student cell phone data by SLZUSD officials requires reasonable suspicion that the
device was used in generating the cause for the search. A witness stating that an illegal transaction
occurred through the use of a cell phone can be considered grounds for reasonable suspicion, but simply
assuming a cell phone was used may not be enough to garner reasonable suspicion to search the data
within the cell phone of a student.
Student integrity is of the highest level of importance, thus SLZUSD led searches of SLZUSD students
are to be conducted in private quarters, out of the view of other SLZUSD students.
Note: During the process of an investigation students are to be afforded the opportunity to write a
statement, but they cannot be forced or cajoled to write a statement. During the process of an
investigation/interrogation, if a student requests to have their parent contacted, the questioning shall cease
until parental contact is made. During an investigation/interrogation led by a School Resource Officer, he
or she will indicate when parental contact shall be initiated if requested by a student.
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Student Searches Checklist
This checklist is to be completed following any search of a student in conjunction with investigations of
possible disciplinary incidents.
Name of Administrator completing the report:
Factors creating a reasonable suspicion that search of the student or the student’s belongings, will provide
evidence that the student has violated or is violating school rules or the law?

Student’s name: ________________________________ DOB: _________ Gender: ___
School: _______________________________________ Grade:
Information from a reliable source:
Name of source:
Date/Time information provided:
Location:
Suspicious student behavior observed, leading to the search?

Date and time search conducted?
Location of search:
Person(s) present during search?
Reason given to the student for the search?
Was the student’s consent requested?____________________________________ Given: ____________
What were you searching for?
What exactly was searched?
Who conducted the search?
Title: _______________________________________________________ Gender:
What did the search yield?
Were items seized? ___________ If so, where are they?
Was law enforcement involved? ___________ If so, name of Officer:
Was anything released to law enforcement?
Were parent/guardian notified of the search, including the reasons and scope?
If so, name of parent:
Date/Time notified:
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Elementary Discipline Matrix
The San Lorenzo Unified School District is committed to providing SAFE, SECURE, and PEACEFUL
schools. Students must develop behavior which shows respect for authority and respect for the rights of
others. Students will be held accountable for their behavior and will learn there are consequences for
their actions. Through the process of responding restoratively to student behavior, the voice of all individuals
impacted by a disciplinary incident, are to be valued.
The following GUIDELINES will be followed by all staff members. In looking at a student’s past
behavior and facts of an incident, the principal may assign a different intervention or consequence from
the guidelines below, which may include a recommendation to transfer the student to a different school or
have an inter-district permit revoked. The principal has the final decision for disciplinary action.
Offenses that are defined by Education Code where the Principal is REQUIRED to recommend
expulsion are listed below. --Education Code 48915 c (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)--

OFFENSE

Possession, selling, or
furnishing a gun.
Brandishing a knife at
someone.
Unlawful selling of a
controlled substance.
Committing or
attempting to commit
sexual assault or battery.
Possession of an
explosive: including M80s, Cherry bombs, etc.
(also includes large
quantities of
firecrackers)

CONSEQUENCE

5 day suspension
Police report/Arrest
Expulsion Referral

Treatment or
Restorative Practice:
Reteach
Possible Interventions
(Choose from recommended upon reentry to
below)
the community
Safety Plan/Study Restitution
Student Success Team Meeting
CSO Mentoring
Behavior Support Plan
Mentorship
Behavior Assistance Team Referral
Program Referral SIS or COST Referral
Letter of apology
Historical Study of Counseling referral (on-site)
the Offense
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Drug Free
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Curriculum
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Police Report
Community Service
Loving Solutions Referral
Youth and Family Services Bureau
Counseling Referral
SRO Consultation
Service Learning
Victim/Offender Mediation
Parental classroom visit & debrief
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification,
Chapterz of Cool Critical thinking
report

SRO Counsel
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Type 1:
The Principal may recommend expulsion for Education Code 48915 (a)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) offenses, and
student offenders may be arrested and a police report filed. In accordance with AB 1729 and EC 48900.5,
a student can only be suspended for a first offense if the student commits a violation of Education Code
48900(a)-(e) or the student's presence causes a danger to persons. A student can be suspended for second
or subsequent offenses for any of the grounds listed in Education Code 48900, 48900.2, 48900.3, 48900.4
or 48900.7.

OFFENSE

Restorative Practice
Interventions
(choose from below)

Arson – resulting in injury or Restitution
property damage
Student Success Team Meeting
CSO Mentoring

Extortion/Robbery –
Behavior Support Plan
including attempted extortion Behavior Assistance Team Referral
and robbery
SIS or COST Referral
Letter of apology
Terroristic Threats, Bomb
Counseling referral (on-site)
Threats
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Physical Assault or Battery – Prescribe to Thrive referral
including threats, force,
Parent Conference
hazing or violence upon any
Community Circle
student or school employee,
Police Report
including use of Internet to
Community Service
threaten/harass (cyber
Loving Solutions Referral
bullying)
Youth and Family Services Bureau
SRO consultation
Possession of knives, laser pens,
Service learning
wallet chains, air soft guns, BB
guns, pellet guns, slingshots, or
Victim/Offender Mediation,
other dangerous objects - including Parental classroom visit & debrief
imitation firearms/other Weapons- Mentorship opportunities
nunchuks, chains, pepper spray.
Campus beautification
Chapterz of Cool Critical thinking report

CONSEQUENCE

5 day suspension
Police report/Arrest
Expulsion

Treatment or
Reteach
(choose from
below)
Safety
Plan/Study
SRO Counsel
Mentorship
Program Referral
Historical Study
of the Offense
Drug Free
Curriculum
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Type 2:
In accordance with AB 1729 and EC 48900.5, a student can only be suspended for a first offense, if the student
commits a violation of Education Code 48900(a) - (e) or the student's presence causes a danger to persons. A student
can be suspended for second or subsequent offenses for any of the grounds listed in Education Code 48900, 48900.2,
48900.3, 48900.4 or 48900.7.

OFFENSE

Suspended student on school
grounds, activities
Forgery, falsification of
documents
Continued Dress Code
violation
Disruption of school activities
Drug paraphernalia –
possession or selling
Fireworks, firecrackers
Harassment, threats,
intimidation, including use of
Internet to threaten/harass
(cyber bullying)
Possession or use of any
device which launches
projectiles
Racial, religious, sexual
orientation, ethnic or racial
slurs

Restorative Practice
Interventions
(choose from below)
Restitution
Student Success Team Meeting
CSO Mentoring
Behavior Support Plan
Behavior Assistance Team Referral
SIS or COST Referral
Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Police Report
Community Service
Loving Solutions Referral
Youth and Family Services Bureau
SRO consultation
Service learning
Repeated Menu/List
Victim/Offender Mediation,
Parental classroom visit & debrief
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification

Restitution
Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Physical, emotional or
Fire Marshal contact
property damage based on
REACH referral
race, religion, gender, age,
disability, political affiliation, Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
immigrant status or sexual
Community Circle
orientation
Police Report
Serious Violation of Computer
Community Service
Use/Internet Policy, including use
Loving Solutions Referral
of Internet to threaten/harass
(cyber bullying) – electronic files Youth and Family Services Bureau
and databases are considered
SRO consultation
school property
Service learning
Theft of school or personal Victim/Offender Mediation,
Parental classroom visit & debrief
property; knowingly
possessing stolen school or Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification
personal property

Vandalism, graffiti,
damage to school property;
including stink bombs

CONSEQUENCE

Treatment or
Reteach
(choose from
below)

1 day extended
suspension

Reteach School or
Classroom Rules

1 day suspension

Safety Plan/Study
SRO Counsel

1-3 day suspension
Mentor Program
Referral
1-3 day suspension
Historical Study of
the Offense
1-3 day suspension
Drug Free
Curriculum
1-3 day suspension
Bullying
1-3 day suspension Prevention Study
Study of social
justice issues
Role-play
1-3 day suspension appropriate
responses or
situations
Practice anger
1-3 day suspension management
techniques
Support student in
making a concrete
plan to address
1-3 day suspension issues
Police report/arrest
Practice enacting
the rule broken
correctly
1-3 day suspension
Police report/Arrest
Restitution

Chapterz of Cool Critical thinking
report
1-3 day suspension
Police report/Arrest
Restitution
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Alcohol – possession, use or
furnishing of any alcoholic
beverage

1-3 day suspension

Arson – possession or use
of matches, lighters, etc.

1-5 day suspension

Defiance of authority

Detention

Fighting – MUTUAL
punching, slapping,
kicking

1-5 day suspension

Hazing

1-5 day suspension

Indecent exposure, lewd
conduct

1-3 day suspension

Profanity, abusive
language towards adults

Police Report/Arrest
Restitution

1-5 day suspension

Smoking – including
possession of tobacco
products

1-5 day suspension

Sexual harassment

1-5 day suspension
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Type 3:
In accordance with AB 1729 and EC 48900.5, a student can only be suspended for a first offense
after January 1, 2013, if the student commits a violation of Education Code 48900(a) - (e) or the
student's presence causes a danger to persons. A student can still be suspended for a second or
subsequent offense for any of the grounds listed in Education Code 48900, 48900.2, 48900.3,
48900.4 or 48900.7.
OFFENSE

Restorative Practice Interventions
(choose from below)

Bus Misconduct – failing to Restitution
Student Success Team Meeting
follow bus rules
Electronic games, IPODS
Bicycle, skateboard
violations
Possession of a cell phone,
or other receiving device
not in accordance with
district policy
Profanity directed at
students
Scuffling: shoving,
grabbing, bumping
Gum or candy at school
Violation of cafeteria rules
Violation of health, safety
rules
Violation of playground
rules
No show for detention
Gambling

CSO Mentoring
Behavior Support Plan
Behavior Assistance Team Referral
SIS or COST Referral

Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Police Report
Community Service
Loving Solutions Referral
Youth and Family Services Bureau
SRO consultation
Service learning
Victim/Offender Mediation
Parental classroom visit
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification,

Chapterz of Cool Critical thinking
report

CONSEQUENCE

Treatment or
Reteach

Bus citation;

Reteach school,
bus, or
Suspension of bus classroom rules
privileges
Support student
Parent contact
in making a
concrete plan to
Confiscation
correct behavior
Loss of privilege
Detention

Practice
enacting the
rule broken
correctly

Restitution
Provide a
mentor for the
student
Role-play
appropriate
responses or
situations
Practice anger
management
techniques
Support student
in making a
concrete plan to
address issues

Violation of Computer
Use/Internet Policy
Dress Code violation
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Secondary Discipline Matrix
THE SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT is committed to providing a
quality education environment that is safe, secure, and peaceful. It is also a commitment of the
District to help each student develop to the maximum of his/her capacity and to function as a
responsible member of society.
As a student grows toward responsible citizenship and independence, he/she must develop
acceptable behavioral traits that show progress toward an understanding of the respect for
constituted authority and the rights of others in his/her environment. As part of the learning
process, a student must be held accountable for his/her actions and recognize that there is a
consequence for choices that lack judgment or self-discipline.
A comprehensive review of any specific incident in relation to a student’s past behavior
and/or his/her current circumstances might result in a different response/intervention being
assessed than that outlined below, should the facts of the incident warrant a different restorative
or disciplinary action. The Principal/Designee retains the right to make the final decision
regarding any disciplinary action, AND WHERE APPROPRIATE, NOT ADHERE TO
THE SUGGESTED GUIDELINES. Through the process of responding restoratively to student
behavior, the voice of all individuals impacted by a disciplinary incident, are to be valued.
The District has a partnership with local law enforcement agencies. Discipline issues that
could potentially constitute a crime will be investigated accordingly and may involve law
enforcement intervention prior to which parents may not be contacted.
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CATEGORY I:
Offenses for which the Principal is REQUIRED to recommend EXPULSION -Education Code 48915
(c)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)-

OFFENSE

Possession, selling, or furnishing a
firearm.
Brandishing a knife at someone.
Unlawful selling of a controlled
substance.
Committing or attempting to
commit sexual assault or battery.
Possession of an explosive:
including M-80s, Cherry bombs,
etc. (also includes large quantities of
firecrackers)

CONSEQUECE

5 day suspension
Police Report
Expulsion
Recommendation

Restorative Interventions Restorative
Practice: Possible Interventions
recommended upon reentry to the
community
Restitution
Student Success Team Meeting
CSO Mentoring
Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Police Report
Community Service
Parent Project Referral
Youth and Family Services Bureau
Counseling Referral
SRO Consultation
Service Learning
Victim/Offender Mediation
Parental classroom visit & debrief
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification,
Chapterz of Cool: Critical thinking report
Homework Club
Tech Path
TUPE
QUAD
Conflict Mediation
AmeriCorps Program
Library Program
Citizens Academy
Youth Court
Re-Entry Workshop
Weekly Progress Reports
School Loop Monitoring & Use
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CATEGORY II:
The Principal may recommend expulsion for Education Code 48915 (a)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) offenses, and
student offenders may be arrested and a police report filed. In accordance with AB 1729 and EC 48900.5,
a student can only be suspended for a first offense, if the student commits a violation of Education Code
48900(a)-(e) or the student's presence causes a danger to persons. A student can be suspended for second
or subsequent offenses, for any of the grounds listed in Education Code 48900, 48900.2, 48900.3,
48900.4 or 48900.7. Infractions marked with an asterisk (*), can result in a first offense suspension.

Offense

1.
2.

Blatant DEFIANCE to School Official
Blatant DISRUPTION of Educational
Activity

3.

* DRUG/ALCOHOL POSSESSION or
Under the Influence. KNIFE OR
DANGEROUS OBJECT POSESSION

4.

*FIGHTING, Mutual Punching, Kicking,
Slapping, Shoving

5.

VERBAL PROVOCATION
Instigating a disruption

6.

FIREWORKS/FIRECRACKERS

7.

FORGERY or Falsification of SCHOOL
Documents (Field Trip Passes, Hall Passes)

8.

HARASSEMENT/INTIMIDATION
(Physical, Verbal, or Sexual)

9.

LEWD CONDUCT

10. *NO SHOW at Saturday School or its
equivalent

Restorative Justice
Interventions
(First Offense)
Restitution
CSO Mentoring
Student Success Team Meeting

Behavior Support Plan

Second
Offense

Third
Offense

1-2 day suspension

3-5 day suspension

1-2 day suspension

3-5 day suspension

1-3 day suspension
Police report

5 day suspension
Police report
Expulsion
Recommendation

1-3 day suspension

5 day suspension
Expulsion
Recommendation

3-5 day suspension

5 day suspension
Expulsion
Recommendation

5 day suspension

5 day suspension
Expulsion
Recommendation

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

2 day suspension

3 day suspension

Behavior Assistance Team Referral

SIS or COST Referral
Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Police Report
Community Service
Parent Project Referral
Youth and Family Services
Bureau Counseling Referral
SRO Consultation
Service Learning
Victim/Offender Mediation
Parental classroom visit &
debrief
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification,
Chapterz of Cool: Critical
Thinking Report
Homework Club
Tech Path
TUPE
QUAD
Conflict Mediation
AmeriCorps Program
Library Program
Citizens Academy
Youth Court
Re-Entry Workshop
Weekly Progress Reports
School Loop Monitoring/Use
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11. PROFANITY/ABUSIVE LANGUAGE
directed towards District Employee

3-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

12. ABUSIVE LANGUAGE DIRECTED toward one’s
RACE, RELIGION, ETHNICITY, SEXUAL
ORIENTATION or GENDER (BULLYING/CYBER BULLYING)

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

13. SUSPENDED Student on SCHOOL
GROUNDS or at SCHOOL ACTIVITY

2 day suspension
Police report

5 day suspension
Police report

14. THEFT/POSSESSION OF STOLEN
PROPERTY

3-5 day suspension
Police Report
Payment

5 day suspension

15. VANDALISM and GRAFFITI

2-5 day suspension
Police report
Payment

5 day suspension
Police report
Payment

16. UNAUTHORIZED VISIT to another School
Campus

1-day suspension

2 day suspension

17. NO SHOW to Assistant Principal’s Office on a
referral

2 day suspension

3 day suspension

18. POSSESSION of IMITATION FIREARM

2-5 day suspension

Expulsion Recommendation

19. VIOLATION OF INTERNET POLICY
and DATA-BASE TAMPERING

2-5 day suspension
Payment

5 day suspension

Expulsion Recommendation

Police Report
Payment

Payment
20. UNSAFE BEHAVIOR RESULTING
IN HARM TO ANOTHER PERSON

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension

21. THREAT or INTIMIDATION of WITNESS

3-5 day suspension

Expulsion Recommendation

22. TERRORISTIC THREATS against school
officials or school property

2-5 day suspension

Expulsion
Recommendation

23. DRUG PARAPHERNALIA possession or sale

2-5 day suspension

5 day suspension
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CATEGORY III:
The Principal may recommend expulsion for Education Code 48915 (a)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) offenses, and student
offenders may be arrested and a police report filed. In accordance with AB 1729 and EC 48900.5, a student can only
be suspended for a first offense, if the student commits a violation of Education Code 48900(a)-(e) or the student's
presence causes a danger to persons. A student can be suspended for second or subsequent offenses, for any of the
grounds listed in Education Code 48900, 48900.2, 48900.3, 48900.4 or 48900.7.
Offense

Restorative Justice
Interventions

Second Offense

Third Offense

(First Offense)
1. Possession of a PAGER, CELL PHONE,
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
DEVICE

Restitution
Student Success Team Meeting
CSO Mentoring

Behavior Support Plan

Detention
Confiscate
Parent pick-up

1 day suspension
Confiscate
Parent pick-up

1-2 day class or school
suspension

3 day class or school
suspension

Detention
Parent picks up item

Saturday School or its
equivalent
Item banned from use

Saturday School or its
equivalent

Saturday School or its
equivalent

Detention
Sent home to change

Saturday School or its
equivalent
Sent home to change

1 day suspension

2 day suspension

1 day suspension

2 day suspension

Saturday School or its
equivalent

1 day suspension

Saturday School or its
equivalent

1 day suspension

Saturday School or its
equivalent

1 day suspension

Detention
Parent picks up item

Saturday School or its
equivalent
Parent picks up item

Saturday School or its
equivalent

1 day suspension

Behavior Assistance Team Referral

2. Multiple BEHAVIOR Referrals

3. BICYCLES/SKATEBOARDS/SKATES
Riding on Campus

4. CUTTING

5. DRESS CODE violation

1.

FORGERY or Falsification of
PARENT notes/phone messages

7. GAMBLING

SIS or COST Referral
Letter of apology
Counseling referral (on-site)
Fire Marshal contact
REACH referral
Prescribe to Thrive referral
Parent Conference
Community Circle
Community Service
Parent Project Referral
Youth and Family Services
Bureau Counseling Referral
SRO Consultation
Service Learning
Victim/Offender Mediation
Parental classroom visit &
debrief
Mentorship opportunities
Campus beautification,
Chapterz of Cool: Critical
Thinking Report
Homework Club
Tech Path

8. NO SHOW for teacher detention, school-wide
detention
TUPE
9. PROFANITY – directed at student

10. PROFANITY – non directed

11. RADIOS, Stereos, CD/Tape Players, ipods,
Headphones, MP3 Players, etc.

12. SCUFFLING, Mutual Shoving, Grabbing,
Bumping

QUAD
Conflict Mediation
AmeriCorps Program
Library Program
Citizens Academy
Youth Court
Re-Entry Workshop
Weekly Progress Reports
School Loop Monitoring &
Use
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13. TOBACCO product possession or use on
campus or at a School activity

Saturday School or its
equivalent
Police Citation/Fine

1-3 day Suspension
Police Citation/Fine

14. DISPLAY OF GANG-related or affiliated
symbols

1-3 day suspension
Confiscate

5 day suspension
Confiscate

15. CHEATING/PLAGIARISM

1 day class suspension
Teacher Contacts Parent
No credit on assignment

1 day suspension
No credit on assignment

16. I.D. CARD Failure to carry or to present upon
request

Saturday School or its
Equivalent

1 day suspension

17. OFF CAMPUS/OUT of BOUNDS AREA

1 day suspension

3 day suspension

18. UNSAFE BEHAVIOR - Running, Throwing
objects, Horseplay, Spitting

Saturday School or its
Equivalent

1-day suspension

19. BRINGING INAPPROPRIATE/ UNSAFE
ITEMS TO SCHOOL – e.g., Squirt Guns,
Shaving cream, Matches, Lighter, Electronic
toys, Laser pens, Wallet Chains, etc.

Detention
Confiscate item

Saturday School or its
equivalent
Confiscate item

20. DISPLAYING INAPPROPRIATE
AFFECTION

Parent Contact
Saturday School or its
equivalent

1 day suspension

21. UNSAFE USE of Motorized
Vehicle, Motorized Scooters

1-2 day suspension
loss of privilege
Police Report

3-5 day suspension
loss of privilege
Police Report
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Enrollment/School Choice/Balancing/Registration/IDA Narrative Impact
This document is designed to illustrate the flow of various timeline components and how they overlap.
The document attempts to provide clarity for balancing students across the district, referencing School
Choice, Open Enrollment, Romero Open Enrollment, and Interdistrict Applications (AB 2444).
Interdistrict Transfer Applications:
Effective January 1, 2011, AB 2444 allows students to remain in a school district on an IDA without
annual renewal. Despite this law, IDAs can still be rescinded/revoked based upon district standards and
board policy. The Department of Student Support Services will conducts an annual review of all current
IDA SLZUSD students in June, determining continued eligibility. Principals will receive an IDA
communication in May or sooner and continuance or revocation determination will include Principal
recommendations. Note that AB 2444 prevents current 11th and 12th grade students from having
their IDAs revoked. Thus IDA students may be sent to Royal Sunset or an alternative district program if
they are not on track to graduate from a comprehensive high school.
All New Outgoing Inter District Transfer Applications are to be submitted by July 1, and families will
receive a response (Approved or Denied) by the end of the first week of August.
All New Incoming Inter District Transfer Applications are to be submitted by July 1, and families will
receive a response (Approved or Denied) by the end of the first week in August. If enrollment is impacted
or uncertain, IDA approval notifications may be extended through the 10th day of the school.
All applications will be reviewed during the stipulated time frame to best respond to the needs, trends,
and dynamics of the San Lorenzo Unified School District.

Open Enrollment Romero:
All Romero Open Enrollment Act applications must be received by January 1 of every year (or the first
school day students return from winter break). Any student enrolled in a San Lorenzo Unified School
District (SLZUSD) school under the Open Enrollment Act is eligible to remain in that school through the
highest grade it serves without the need to reapply, even if the school of origin is no longer identified on
the list of 1,000 underperforming California public schools. All families submitting an Open Enrollment
Application will receive a written response of denial or acceptance within 60 days of the receipt of the
application, and no applications will be considered after January 1. All students attending SLZUSD
schools on the Open Enrollment list of 1,000 underperforming schools will be notified of their placement
options for the following year. Information and applications can also be viewed on the SLZUSD Student
Support Services webpage.
School Choice:
School Choice (TK-8th): School Choice notices will be given to schools to be sent home with students
or mailed during the first week of April. Families will need to respond within the stipulated window
below, submitting their School Choice applications to the Student Support Services Department at
the district office no later than (2 weeks after Spring Break). Response letters will be sent home to
families regarding School Choice placement no later than the middle of August. TK & Kinder students
who enroll after the first week of April will receive a School Choice letter at the point of registration by
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the school. Kinder students, who register after the first week in August, will be notified of their school
placement no later than 10 school days after the first day of the instructional year.




Send Home Letters: First week of April
Submission Deadline: 2 weeks after Spring Break
Placement Deadline: First day of school

Open Enrollment
Open Enrollment: Open Enrollment applications will be available at every TK-8 site on by the first
week of April. Open enrollment applications will need to be submitted no later than 2 weeks after Spring
to the District office (Student Support Services Department). Acceptance or denial letters will be mailed
by the first day of school. T-K & Kinder Open Enrollment applications will not be accepted after the last
day of the current school year.



Submission Deadline: 2 weeks after Spring Break
Placement Deadline: By the first day of school

Balancing & Elementary Principals Meeting: As needed in April-May, August, August-September
meetings with all Elementary Principals will be scheduled to discuss the process of Inter District Transfer
Applications, class balancing, transportation, and potential overflow between the TK-5 sites. Student
movement will be based on the following criteria:
1. Inter District Transfer students with the least amount of seniority will be the first overflowed or
returned to their home district as needed.
2. The 2nd group to be overflowed if needed will be the last registered at the site, tracing as far back
as needed to resolve the enrollment conflict(s).
3. Homeless, Foster Youth, Open Enrollment, School Choice, and Romero Open Enrollment
students are not to be overflowed without agreement.
4. Students with siblings are not to be overflowed without approval from the Director of Student
Support Services.
5. SLZUSD employees with children in the district on IDAs are not to be moved unless extenuating
circumstances exist and movement is approved by the Director of Student Support Services.
6. Current 8th grade students will have their IDAs approved in the Spring for the upcoming Fall
semester, regarding SLC placement.
Overflow Management:

1. It is a best practice for overflow students to return to their home school when possible.
2. Before a new student is enrolled at your site, overflow families should be given an option
of returning (Due to time of year, this is not always prudent and practical). Each
elementary school site must keep a list of students they have overflowed to other
sites, and if a space opens up prior to January 1, sites will contact them and ask if
they would like to return.
3. If a family is invited back and they decline, that is their option. The confusion seems to
be around what to do when a family declines to return, but then wants to return for the
start of the next year. In such cases when a family declines to return during the same
year, they need to be informed that space will not be guaranteed for the next year. I do
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not want to create a hard line or absolute around this dynamic because often times unique
circumstances, nuances, and mitigating factors exist.
4. Overflows do not forever belong to their overflow school because in most cases they did
not want to leave their home school in the first place, but if they are given an option to
return and decline, they are now at the mercy of space availability and timing.

ACOE Inter-District Agreement County Appeals Rationale

The County Board supports the concept that each district has the primary responsibility for
educating its resident students and, in exercising that responsibility, makes its decisions based on
what is best for its students. The County Board also recognizes that parents and students have
the right to an appeal process beyond the local jurisdiction. In other words, if we deny an IDA,
the County Office of Education can overturn our decision.
The County Board may approve the appeal when any of the following criteria are met:
1. The district of residence cannot place the pupil in the particular educational program
desired by the pupil and the district of requested attendance does offer such a program.
(“Program” shall mean a series of classes in a single subject or in related subjects,
extending over more than one year in grades 6 through 12, that have a specific occupational
or educational objective.)
2. Substantial hardship or cost of before-school and/or after-school supervision of a pupil
would result were such pupil required to attend the district of his/her residence.
3. There are harmful or dangerous circumstances or health issues which exist in the current
attendance area which will be substantially mitigated by attendance in another school
district and which cannot be addressed within the district of residence. Any professional
opinion or court order offered to substantiate conditions unfavorable to the health or safety
of the pupil must be submitted in writing and will be essential when the requested district’s
schools at the grade level requested are deemed “at capacity” according to the district’s
interdistrict transfer policy.
4. There has been a change in parental residence after thirty (30) days of attendance in a
school semester.
5. By reason of the transfer of territory between districts, the residence of the pupil is no
longer in the school district that maintains the school the pupil has previously attended.
6. A change in environment is necessary and recommended (in writing) by juvenile
authorities, court psychologist, or other comparable professional.
7. The pupil’s residence is located such that ingress and egress on streets or sidewalks in all
directions requires travel through the district of requested attendance; and, by virtue of
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topography, street pattern, and location of homes in the neighborhood, the area is
landlocked.
8. The pupil’s residential property is located within the boundaries of two school districts.
9. Child care or other substantial family needs support the desired change in district of
attendance.
10. The district has not adhered to the procedural requirements of its own interdistrict policy
and the interdistrict request meets the criteria established by the district.
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Truancy & Chronic Absenteeism Data Analysis & Intervention Protocols
Document Purpose: The purpose of this document is to
provide systemic and aligned intervention protocol
guidance to administrators and attendance teams, in
response to data analysis, truancy, SART/SARB, and
Chronic Absenteeism. Each school is also to complete and
submit the Site-Based Attendance Team Chart (p. 4) by
January 14, 2015.
Background Goal: The tracking and monitoring of
attendance behaviors, in all its forms, is a critical practice
because of its direct correlation with instructional access,
deep learning, and academic growth. Due to current
pressures, time constraints, and educational demands, necessary action toward attendance is
often one of the first things to slip from the already compressed school load and duties. However,
the purpose and goal of this document is to make clear the steps that shall be taken when
responding to students and families presenting with truant or chronically absent behaviors.
Chronic Absenteeism versus Truancy:


Truancy: In California truancy is triggered when students miss
3 days of school without a valid excuse and/or are late to or
leave class 3 times by 30 minutes or more without a valid
excuse, or any combination thereof. Such students are managed
through the SART/SARB process.



Chronic Absenteeism: Chronic absenteeism is triggered when
students miss 10% or more of school for any reason – excused,
unexcused, suspension, etc. Such attendance is an indication
that a student is academically at risk, due to missing too much
school. Such students are managed through a menu of
interventions and potentially SART and or SARB.

As indicated above, truancy and chronic absenteeism are not identical and often require differing
interventions. It is important to note that chronically absent students might not meet the legal
definitions for truancy. Using a chronic absenteeism lens gives us a greater depth of
responsiveness with students and families who miss multiple days of instruction, under the guise
of excused absences. Tracking and responding to chronic absence is also a better barometer and
analysis tool than tracking average daily attendance.
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In terms of chronic absence impact research shows that chronic absenteeism
(missing just 2-3 days a month) can lead to 1) third graders being unable to
read proficiently; 2) sixth graders failing courses, and ultimately 3) ninth
grade high school dropout. Some of the most significant forms of chronic
absenteeism occur in kinder, and there is a general perception that absences
in the lower grades are harmless. Research has proven that belief to be
untrue. From best practice perspectives, chronic absenteeism intervention
efforts are to be most intensely applied at the elementary level.
Data Analysis
In the San Lorenzo Unified School District, truant behavior is
monitored through Truancy Hunter and chronic absenteeism is
monitored though monthly data provided by the District Office.
Schools are welcomed to use other data support systems, but District
Office and the Department of Student Support Services is committed to
providing weekly Truancy Hunter updates and monthly chronic
absenteeism reports. See bullets below for additional logistics:


Truancy Hunter: All administrators and site-based attendance team members are
provided with a passcode and receive weekly updates regarding every identified student
in the school building that qualifies as legally truant and is in need of a first letter, SART
and invitation letter, or SARB invitation letter.



Chronic Absenteeism Reports: Chronic absenteeism reports are provided the first week
of every month and the next report will be provided at the end of January. An online
training will be facilitated in early January by Student Support Services, to help
attendance team members deepen learning and efficiency with chronic absenteeism report
usage. The sessions will be divided by Elementary and Secondary. The online training
sessions will accommodate 20 participants and will take place on January 9, 2015. A GoTo Meeting link will be provided, along with the exact times.
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Sequential Truancy Response & Intervention Protocols

Step #

Data Analysis: Monitor Truancy Hunter report weekly and send letter for every student.
Point of Intervention
Intervention Type
Additional Intervention Tools

Step 1

Every Absence

Step 2

Second Full-Day Absence

Step 3

Third unexcused absence

Automated phone call for every
absence
Teacher phone call home regarding
absences and school impact
Mail home Truancy Letter #1 for
every student with 3 unexcused
absences.








Step 4

Fifth unexcused absence

Mail home Truancy Letter #2 for
every student with 5 unexcused
absences and coordinate SART
meeting support with Student Support
Services (Sue Mahoney – Elementary,
Kathy Records – Secondary)







Step 5

Seventh unexcused absence

Forward all names of SARB eligible
students to Student Support Services
(Sue Mahoney – Elementary, Kathy
Records – Secondary).






Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
If asthma related, refer to District
nurse
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Provide resources to help family,
targeting their need and attendance
barriers.
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Loving Solutions (Elementary) or
Parent Project (Secondary) referral
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Loving Solutions (Elementary) or
Parent Project (Secondary) referral

Each site-based Administrator attending SARB is expected to:
1. Present the relevant student and family information to the Board.
2. Support the family at the SARB meeting.
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School Site Attendance Team
To increase District Office efficiency, each school site attendance team is required to complete
the document/table below, with the names of each person on your school-site attendance team.
Only one chart is needed per school. This will help us be more efficient in our outreach,
communication, and deployed support services. Please email the chart and names to Maria
Camarillo, no later than the first 10 days of school.
Name

Role/Position

Phone Ext.

Chronic Absenteeism Response & Intervention Protocols
(15 days absent or 10% of the school year)

Because chronic absenteeism is not the same as truancy, the protocols vary and are dependent
upon the uniqueness of each student/family circumstance. Some chronically absent
students/families might be referred for SART or SARB as an intervention, without being legally
truant. Chronic absence includes all forms of school absence categories, thus the level of applied
intervention will be varied. The reason for the absence could be related to illness, bereavement,
or even days of suspension. The goal of chronic absence intervention is designed to assess the
legitimacy of high-frequency excused absences and provide the necessary supports and resources
to maximize instruction time and daily school attendance.
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Chronic Absenteeism Intervention Sequence
Data Analysis: Monitor Chronic Absenteeism report monthly and drill down to identify, contact,
and respond to students on track for chronic absence qualification.
Step #
Point of Intervention
Intervention Type
Additional Intervention Tools
Step 1

Every Absence

Step 2

Second Full-Day Absence

Automated phone call for every
absence
Teacher phone call home regarding
absences and school impact





Step 3

Fourth Full-Day Absence

Letter of Concern






Step 4

Eighth Full-Day Absence

Chronic Absenteeism invitation letter
to SART







Step 5

Twelfth Full-Day Absence

SST or BAT Referral






Step 6

Fifteenth Full-Day Absence

SARB Referral






Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
If asthma related, refer to District
nurse
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Provide resources to help family,
targeting their need and attendance
barriers.
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Loving Solutions (Elementary) or
Parent Project (Secondary) referral
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Loving Solutions (Elementary) or
Parent Project (Secondary) referral
Document intervention in Aeries
CS or Aeries.net
Community Resources & Referrals
Review & share student illness
protocol
Loving Solutions (Elementary) or
Parent Project (Secondary) referral

Each site-based Administrator attending SARB is expected to:
1. Present the relevant student and family information to the Board.
2. Support the family at the SARB meeting.
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District Office Resources & Supports











TBA (Elementary)
Kathy Records (Secondary)
Jessie Dryden (District-wide School Social Worker)
Laura Mitchell-Morton (District-wide School Social Worker)
Melissa Richardson (District-wide School Social Worker)
Blackboard & School Loop messaging
Attendance Professional Development
Attendance Team training
Literature handouts
Home visits

School-based Attendance, Truancy, & Chronic Absenteeism Interventions











Blackboard & School Loop messaging
School-wide attendance incentives
Perfect, Good, and Most Improved attendance awards
Back to school nights (Attendance emphasis)
School assemblies
Home visits
Newsletters
Monthly recognition awards
Trimester assembly
Did You Know Blast
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Section 504 Framework, Tips, & Strategies
Section 504 Purpose & Philosophy: Without providing lengthy historical information, Section
504 is part of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. “Section 504 prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities by federal fund recipients and requires that those recipients make the
programs and activities they offer accessible to everyone. The Americans with Disabilities Act
essentially made the requirements originally contained in Section 504 applicable to private
employers and places of public accommodation regardless of whether they receive federal
funding and also covers states and local governments and their agencies and subdivisions” (p.
200, Section 504 Compliance Handbook). As stated in the (2010) SLZUSD, Resource Guide for
Educators to Section 504 Rehabilitation Act of 1973, “Section 504 students require a response
from the regular education staff and curriculum” (p. 1).
Disability Defined: According to Section 504 Disability is defined as “A physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of an individual.”
Major Life Activities: Major life activities include, self-care, manual tasks, walking, seeing ,
hearing, speaking, breathing, standing, thinking, concentrating, reading, learning, sleeping,
working, bending, communicating, reproducing, normal cell growth, immune system function,
digestive function, bowel function, bladder function, neurological function, brain function,
respiratory function, circulatory function, and endocrine function.
Section 504 Student Qualifications Criteria: Section 504 protects students with disabilities
from discrimination based on their disability and such persons are defined as having a disability
if they have 1) mental or physical impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities; 2) has a record of such impairment; or is 3) regarded as having such impairment. It is
not necessary for a physician or clinician to diagnose the condition (or be the sole diagnosing
entity); eligibility criteria also depend upon and include the position and findings of the Site 504
Team. “The definition of a person with a disability under Section 504 and the ADA includes an
individual who is regarded as having such an impairment, regardless of whether the actual or
perceived impairment substantially limits major life activities. This would cover an individual
who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits major life activities only as a
result of the attitudes of others towards the impairment” (p. 213, Section 504 Compliance
Handbook). “The ADA Amendments ACT of 2008, which amends the Rehabilitation Act,
emphasizes that determining whether a student has a disability should not demand extensive
analysis and that broad coverage is intended” (p. 910, Section 504 Compliance Handbook). A
student who has a disability and is effectively managing the disability through medication or
other successful measures is still considered as having a disability and is covered under Section
504. Students with episodic disabilities or medical conditions in remission are still eligible under
Section 504, due to the fact that qualifying criteria must be based on the limitation of major life
activities if it was active.
Non-Qualifying Section 504 Criteria: Not covered under Section 504 are elements connected
to psychoactive substance use disorders due to current illegal drug use and current illegal drug
users. Additionally, “transitory impairment is an impairment with an actual or expected duration
of six months or less and individuals with impairments that meet that definition are not regarded
as having a disability” (p. 912, Section 504 Compliance Handbook). However, based upon recent
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legal changes transitory impairments are now covered and Section 504 Plans can be written
accordingly, inclusive of the expected ending date.
504 Evaluation Elements, Information Collection, & Qualification Process: If sufficient
medical documentation is provided the 504 Accommodation Plan is to be developed and
implemented swiftly by the site-based 504 team, following the applicable steps below. Although
there appears to be some ambiguity about the 504 referral to implementation timeline (if one
legally exists) 45 school days will be used as the SLZUSD framework. When assessing and
evaluating for Section 504 protection, the following sources of information and data should be
reviewed to determine eligibility:















Classroom performance
Behavior support plan
Medical records
Discipline contract
Teacher reports
Anecdotal information
Classroom/playground observations
Behavior checklist
Attendance records
Transcript/grades
CUM file
Parent information
Discipline file
Standardized test scores (reading & math)

In terms of the qualification process, the steps below should be followed if sufficient medical
information is not provided initially and the Site 504 Team must determine eligibility:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Request meeting with 504 Site Coordinator.
Complete SST/504 referral form #1 and return to 504 Site Coordinator.
504 Site Coordinator schedules meeting.
504 Site Coordinator completes form #4 and mails it to the Parent/Guardian.
In preparation for the SST/504 meeting the Checklist of Observable Behaviors form (#2)
needs to be distributed to teachers and or those knowledgeable of the student at the
school site. If applicable form #3 should be completed. All completed forms and any
applicable information form the un-numbered bulleted items in this section should be
brought to the SST/504 Meeting.
6. SST/504 Team reviews and discusses documents, and determines eligibility. If student is
eligible, the 504 Plan can be created at the current meeting or at another quickly
scheduled meeting.
7. The 504 Plan must be completed on the appropriate form #7 and should be typed if
possible.
8. Once the 504 Plan has been completed, a copy is to be distributed to every teacher of the
student. A copy is to be given to the parent, student, and a copy sent to the district office,
Student Support Services Department.
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9. The 504 Site Coordinator is to ensure that the 504 Plan is reviewed annually. It is best to
review 504 Plans at the beginning of each year.
10. At the conclusion of the meeting the 504 Site Coordinator will be responsible for tagging
the student in Aeries before sending a hard copy of the 504 Plan to the district office.
11. If a student is found not to be eligible, the 504 Site Coordinator is to complete form #5
and make sure Parent(s)/Guardian(s) have a copy of their due process rights. In such
cases accommodations may be provided through an SST.
Section 504 Plan Writing: In writing the 504 plan be considerate of all parties involved
regarding the language of Section 504 accommodations. Although it may create some
unintentional ambiguity, use phraseology such as when practicable, when applicable, as
applicable, when needed, when appropriate, as determined by teacher, if needed, as needed.
Remember that a Section 504 Plan is a mutual agreement that results in a form of contract. Thus
the plan must be crafted in such a fashion that the accommodations can be implemented with
fidelity and success. Section 504 laws require schools to provide “reasonable accommodations to
qualified individuals with disabilities, as long as doing so does not impose an undue financial or
administrative burden” (p. 500, Section 504 Compliance Handbook). The term “reasonable
accommodation is defined in the ADA by example only. The law does not include quantitative,
financial, or other limitations on the extent of an employer’s [or schools] obligation other than to
say that an accommodation that would cause an undue hardship on the business [or school] is not
reasonable” (p. 640, Section 504 Compliance Handbook). The decision on what accommodation
is reasonable must be made on a case-by-case basis and the accommodation does not have to be
the one requested if an alternative accommodation provides the equal opportunity.
Tips & Things to Avoid:






It is not a safe practice to provide accommodations to eligible Section 504 students
through informal measures such as agreements or SSTs. If a student is eligible, they
should be served through a 504 Plan (request a copy of the K-12 Student With Diabetes
example document from Student Support Services).
Exercise caution in how a perceived need for a medical assessment or evaluation from a
treating pediatrician is recommended or required because it could result in SLZUSD
being responsible for the medical cost/bill. The appropriate measure is to request
documentation or information. If a family fails to provide information or documentation
about the student disability it will not be cause for student ineligibility.
A 504 request from a parent does not have to be in writing, but a written request should
be requested for our records.

Site 504 Teams: Site 504 Teams are to consist of the 504 Site Coordinator, at least one general
education instructor, school psychologist, school counselor, administrator when possible, and
other support staff. District office support will be available from District 504 Coordinators for
potentially difficult cases, but 504 facilitation and plan development are typically school-site
responsibilities.
Manifestation/Determination Process: If a student with a 504 Plan is recommended for
expulsion, the Office of Student Support Services is to be notified immediately, as well as the
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504 Site Coordinator and School Counselor. Section 504 students are treated with the same
conditions as Special Education students and must have a Manifestation/Determination within 10
days of the expulsion referral to determine if the expellable infraction or behavior was a
manifestation of the disability. It is imperative that 504 status be checked for all students being
referred for expulsion to ensure that all documents are compiled in a timely manner and student
rights are protected.
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NOTICE TO PARENT
RIGHTS AFFORDED BY SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973
The following is a description of the rights granted by federal law to students with handicaps. The intent
of the law is to keep you fully informed concerning decisions about your child and to inform you of your
rights if you disagree with any of these decisions.
You have the right to:
1. Have your child take part in, and receive benefits from, public education
programs without discrimination because of his/her handicapping condition(s).
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

Have the school district advise you of your rights under federal law.
Receive notice with respect to identification, evaluation, or placement of your child.
Have your child receive a free appropriate public education.
Have your child receive services and be educated in facilities which are comparable to those
provided to non-handicapped students.
Have evaluation, educational, and placement decisions made based on a variety of
information sources, and by persons who know the student and who are knowledgeable about
the evaluation data and placement options.
Have transportation provided to and from an alternative placement setting (if the setting is a
program not operated by the district) at no greater cost to you than would be incurred if the
student were placed in a program operated by the district.
Have your child receive an equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic and
extracurricular activities offered by the district.
Examine all relevant records relating to decisions regarding your child’s identification,
evaluation, and placement.
Request to have an impartial due process hearing related to decisions or actions regarding
your child’s identification, evaluation, educational program, or placement. (You and your
child may take part in the hearing and be represented by counsel. Hearing request must be
made to your local district superintendent).
File a local grievance.

The persons in your district responsible for assuring that the District complies with Section 504 Plans is
the Director of Student Support Services or the Coordinator of Student Support Services. Contact: (510)
317-4774.
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WHO MIGHT BE QUALIFIED FOR SECTION 504?
NOT EVERYONE WHO DID NOT QUALIFY FOR SPECIAL ED
1.

Student With A History Of
 Mental or emotional illness
 Heart disease
 Cancer

2.

Individuals With Hidden Disabilities
 Diabetes
 Epilepsy
 Allergy/asthma
 Low vision
 Poor hearing
 Arthritis
 Hepatitis B carrier
 AIDS or HIV positive
 Tuberculosis
 Hemophilia

3.

Individuals with obvious disabilities
 Limp / paralysis / missing limb
 Total blindness / deafness
 Obesity
 Spina Bifida
 Stroke victims

4.

Individuals With Hidden Chronic Illness
 Diabetes
 Heart Disease
 Kidney or liver disease
 High blood pressure
 Epilepsy

5.

Individuals In Treatment For
 Depression
 Other mental health disorders

6.

Learning/Social Disorders Not Eligible Under Idea
 ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), ADD (Attention Deficit
Disorder)
 OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder)
 Conduct Disorders
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Section 504 Plan Example
San Lorenzo Unified School District

SECTION 504 – STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PLAN

NAME FOUNTAIN MONTANA

BIRTHDATE

SCHOOL

DATE OF MEETING

DELIGHT MIDDLE SCHOOL

7/25/99

GRADE

6

9/3/10

1. Describe the nature of the concern:
Fountain has a SLZUSD discipline file that spans from 1/25/08 through 5/6/10, inclusive of 31 incidents. Fountain was
recommended for expulsion from Happy Elementary School on 5/7/10 for an incident that involved throwing over his desk
and making contact with his teacher while she attempted to restrain him from exiting the classroom. The expulsion was
terminated and Fountain completed his 5th grade year in the ICE program. Due to the possibility that such an incident as
well as others in Fountain's discipline file, may be related to his ADHD diagnosis, this Section 504 plan is designed to help
him transition into middle school successfully and with support.

2. Describe the basis for the determination of disability:
Based upon a parent submitted letter from Dr. Blue, Psy.D (3/18/09), Fountain has been diagnosed with Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Inattentive Type (DSM 314.00). An assessment was completed on 1/6/09
which included a parent and teacher behavioral checklist. Fountain is also currently taking Concerta.

3. Describe how the disability affects student’s learning:
Due to the ADHD of Fountain and the impact on his ability to focus or remain attentive in the midst of distractions within
a traditional classroom setting (leading to anger and frustration) his learning is impaired because of behavior that may
results in classroom removal or suspension.
DISTRIBUTION:  Special Services

 Teacher

 Parent/Guardian

 Site 504 Case Manager/Student File

504 Form 7A-PF (Rev.8/22/07)

San Lorenzo Unified School District
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SECTION 504 – STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PLAN
NAME FOUNTAIN MONTANA
SCHOOL

PAGE 2

DELIGHT MIDDLE SCHOOL

DATE OF MEETING

8/3/10

4. Describe the reasonable accommodations that are necessary:
1. The mother of Fountain shall be responsible for supporting him in the daily organization of his backpack materials,
inclusive of his binder.
2. Fountain will need to receive a daily planner from his principal or counselor at the start of school and copy all
homework assignments in his planner for each class daily for his mother to be informed of homework and upcoming
assignments. Each teacher of Fountain shall support this process, attempting to ensure that he writes down the appropriate
information at the start, end, or appropriately assigned time during class. Each teacher is to initial the planner homework
entry for another layer of accountability, as initiated by Fountain.
3. Fountain should receive preferential seating as best determined by his teacher, considering the class configuration.
4. If Fountain presents as frustrated, agitated, or anxious, to the point of appearing as if he may generate an impulsive
physical reaction, he is to be given a pass to see his counselor, or a counselor/administrator should be called to the room to
pull him out for a private conversation (away from other students), deescalating his demeanor.
5. When applicable, Fountain is to be given additional time to complete homework assignments, but not beyond three days
for any one homework assignment.
6. Only if Fountain appears to exhibit difficulty testing in the traditional classroom setting, should standardized testing
accommodations be provided.
7. If applicable, Fountain is to be given extra time to complete classroom tests.
8. With reference to any behavior concerns that may appear to be moving toward suspension or any academic behavior that
may appear to be leading toward failing grades, the mother of Fountain is to be communicated with and informed by phone
(510) 555-5555) or email (www@email.com).

REVIEW/REASSESSMENT DATE

9/20/10

CASE MANAGER

Ascot Secretariat

(MUST BE COMPLETED)

PARTICIPANTS

The persons whose signatures appear below have participated in the formulation of this
individualized student learning plan.

SIGNATURE

TITLE

DATE
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DISTRIBUTION:  Special Services

 Teacher

 Parent/Guardian

 Site 504 Case Manager/Student File

504 Form 7B-PF (Rev.8/22/07)
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Section 504 Blank Template
San Lorenzo Unified School District

SECTION 504 – STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PLAN

NAME

BIRTHDATE

SCHOOL

DATE OF MEETING

GRADE

1. Describe the nature of the concern:

2. Describe the basis for the determination of disability:
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3. Describe how the disability affects student’s learning:

DISTRIBUTION:  Special Services

 Teacher

 Parent/Guardian

 Site 504 Case Manager/Student File

504 Form 7A-PF (Rev.8/22/07)

San Lorenzo Unified School District

SECTION 504 – STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PLAN
NAME
SCHOOL

PAGE 2
DATE OF MEETING

4. Describe the reasonable accommodations that are necessary:
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REVIEW/REASSESSMENT DATE

CASE MANAGER

(MUST BE COMPLETED)

PARTICIPANTS

The persons whose signatures appear below have participated in the formulation of this
individualized student learning plan.

SIGNATURE

TITLE

DATE
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DISTRIBUTION:  Special Services

 Teacher

 Parent/Guardian

 Site 504 Case Manager/Student File

504 Form 7B-PF (Rev.8/22/07)
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COST/SIS Team Procedures
Coordination of Services Team (COST) – Student Intervention Services (SIS)

Overview: The San Lorenzo Unified School District continues to grow and enhance its
relationship with County Mental Health and local Community Based Organizations, helping all
of our students develop holistically, on both academic and psychological levels. In part, our goal
is to move students in SLZUSD to new levels of achievement through our five equity initiatives
which include: (1) closing the academic achievement gap, (2) improving campus climate, (3)
raising student consciousness, (4) raising adult developed cultural awareness of self and students,
and (5) deep and meaningful parental involvement. Increasing mental health services for adultidentified or self identified students is part of the strategy in meeting such outcomes. All sites
with mental health services are required to follow the model below to capture, coordinate, and
provide efficient services applicable to San Lorenzo Unified School District students.
COST or SIS Team Members: Depending on which provider offers services at your site,
Principals are to ensure that each COST or SIS team consists of:









CBO provider(s) & Therapist(s)
Additional counseling site-based interns (if they exist on your campus)
All academic counselors
At least 1 Administrator
District School Social Worker
Teachers (as needed) to provide additional insight regarding student(s) they refer
School-based psychologists when possible
When necessary for various cases, feel free to invite the Director of Student Support
Services or Coordinator of Student Support Services Counselor

Meeting Timeframe & Frequency: Each COST or SIS team is to meet weekly to discuss
counseling referrals and updates regarding previous referrals and dynamics.
Counseling Space & Dynamics: All CBO providers are to be provided a confidential space for
individual counseling sessions and a space large enough to conduct group counseling sessions
with at least 8-10 students. Each student will need a counseling referral form completed for
counseling services to be initiated. After the referral form has been discussed and approved for
counseling services, a consent form must be completed.
COST or SIS Team Process: All faculty members and adults on campus are to be informed of
where to retrieve student COST or SIS referrals and the submission location. Additionally, a
brief informational must be presented to all staff, informing them of the purpose of the
intervention service and how to effectively use it. The following steps are to be followed in
implementing the COST or SIS team model:
1. A centralized location shall be identified where referral forms can be retrieved and
submitted. The referral retrieval box/location does not need to be confidential, but the
submission station does.
2. The Principal shall identify a person that will retrieve all referrals weekly, enter them into
a database, and store them in a confidential file for the weekly meeting. This can be a
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3.

4.

5.
6.

secretary, counselor, or other specified person. Contact the Director of Student Support
Services for a pre-built database tracking system.
A weekly facilitator shall be identified to run all meetings, leading the discussion for each
student referred. The conversation should be collaborative as the team decides which
services will effectively meet the needs of the referred student. This may include but is
not limited to the initiation of mental health counseling, an SST, an emergency IEP,
Section-504 Plan consideration, tutoring, mentoring, 51/50, mentoring, suicide
assessment, check-in, etc.
A scribe also shall be identified for each meeting. A provided laptop specifically for the
COST/SIS team is optimal, so notes and updates can occur during each meeting, as
opposed to a person adding notes to a computer later.
Once the referred student is assigned to a provider, a note is to be given to the referring
teacher or adult, indicating what was initiated.
Each meeting shall have two components: 1) Assigning new students to appropriate
resources and 2) review and status updates of previously assigned students.
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COST/SIS Referral
Before submitting referral, interventions and family contact must be attempted when
appropriate.

Today’s Date: ____________________

Referred By: _____________________________

Student Name: ______________________________________
Student Grade: _____

Gender: _____________________

SPED: ___ ELD:___

504:___
Is this a situation that needs attention within 24 hours? (e.g. death in family, suicide)  YES
 NO
If yes, please hand this form directly to the appropriate counselor or administrator.
Student Strengths/Areas of Interest: _____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Your Concerns (Please check ALL that apply):
ACADEMIC

SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL





Organizational Skills Need Improvement

 Frequent Disrespectful or Defiant Behavior

Academic Performance Concerns

Repeated Absences and/or Tardies

 Change in Academic Performance

Frequent Conflict and/or Fighting

 Class Participation Needs Improvement

Socially Withdrawn

 Does Not Bring Materials

Limited Social Skills

 Missing Work

 Home and/or Family Concerns

 Not Using Class Time Well

 Physical/Medical Problems (sleep, medication, etc)

 Not Earning Full Credit

 Possible Depression Symptoms

 Lack of Motivation and/or Effort

Possible Substance Abuse

Other: _______________________________

Possible Abuse (physical/emotional/sexual/neglect)
Possible Gang Involvement
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 Sexual or Gender Identity Concerns
Other: ______________________________

Please describe situations/incidents that you have observed (attach additional info as
needed):
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
List Previous Interventions:
Activity

Date(s)

Person Contacted

Result

 Phone call home
 Talked with student
 Family Conference
 Disciplinary Referral(s)
 Prior Recommendation to Counselor
 Other:
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PARENT/GUARDIAN COUNSELING CONSENT FORM
Name of student: _______________________
Grade:
Please check the boxes and sign below to give your consent for San Lorenzo Unified School District
providers to offer your child CONFIDENTIAL counseling, case management and other support services.
Case Management & Counseling
 YES  No
I give permission for my child to participate in Case Management and other support programs
and services. These services include linking students and families to needed resources as
well as confidential short-term and ongoing counseling.
Sharing Information
 YES

 No
I give permission for San Lorenzo Unified School District staff to share information with
SLZUSD mental health partners and student support agencies about my child, including
attendance, discipline records, report cards, test scores and home contact information. This
information will only be shared in the best interests of supporting my child.

Limits to Confidentiality
Individual counseling, group counseling and case management services provided to students at within
the San Lorenzo Unified School District are considered confidential services. This means that what is
shared in the counseling session between the student and the provider will not be shared with others,
including teachers, school staff, and parents. Providers will break confidentiality only under the following
circumstances:
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Student indicates that he/she may be a threat to self or others



Student indicates that someone else may be harming them



Student indicates a situation where another minor or elder is in danger of being harmed by self
or others

By signing below, I am agreeing to the limits to confidentiality as stated above and give my permission
for my child to receive counseling services from a San Lorenzo Unified School District partnered
provider.

This consent is effective until I cancel it in writing.
Parent/Guardian Name:

____________

Parent/Guardian Phone Number:
Signature:

______

Insurance? Yes No Provider(i.e. Medical, Kaiser):_________ Policy #:___________
(not required for participation)
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SLZUSD Grief Management & Response Protocols
This document provides protocols for site-based systemic response and structure to students on a
campus in need of methods to manage their grief regarding the death of a student, SLZUSD
alumni, or SLZUSD employee. This document is to function as an aid in crisis situations, where
student and campus grief must be responsively managed:
Sequence

Response

Procedure

1

Notify district office of current
intelligence, dynamics of the case and
potential campus related grief impact.
Notify attendance clerk to ensure that
the family does not receive a truancy
message.

2

Notify school counselors of the
incident with a brief memo and
response logistics.

Contact Director of
Student Support Services
and Director of Secondary
or Elementary Education
by phone and email.
District Directors will
inform the Superintendent
and cabinet.
Inform counselors in
writing of the incident,
detailing response
procedures, inclusive of
the elements listed below:
1. Which counselor will
visit the classes of
deceased student &
when
2. What campus
location(s) will be
designated for
grieving students
3. Which counselor or
therapeutic support
will staff each area
4. Which counselor or
therapeutic support
will remain in the
counseling office
5. Who will work with
the athletic coach and
team, if it is an athlete,
and in which space
6. The designated time
students will be
allotted to remain in
the locations
designated for
grieving students (2-3
periods should be the
maximum)
7. Where communication
devices can be secured
by counselors who
may be stationed at
different parts of the
campus, but will need

Who
Site Principal, acting
Principal, Assistant
Principal, or person
designated by the
Principal as the first
responder.

Site Principal, acting
Principal, Assistant
Principal, or person
designated by the
Principal as the first
responder.
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3

Convene a brief site-based meeting
with Admin and Counselors

4

Contact Director of Student Support
Services regarding a need for
additional therapeutic support

5

Inform Teachers

to report dynamics,
presentations patterns,
or other dynamics in
need of additional
support.
As early as possible and
before all Admin and
Counselors respond, a
meeting should be
convened by the Principal,
inclusive of Assistant
Principals, Counselors,
Campus Security Officers,
SRO’s if available, and
other site-based personnel
as needed, to ensure the
plans of response and
management are clear.
Determine if Director of
Student Support Services
needs to be contacted for
the purpose of deploying
additional therapeutic
support services. Designate
a person who will contact
the grieving family. And
obtain funeral or
memorial service
information.
Aside from working with
the site-based School
Psychologists, Counseling
Interns, SBHC, and or
AmeriCorps Members,
contact the Director of
Student Support Services,
regarding a need for
additional therapeutic
support services
Determine the contents of
the email and the options
available to teachers
regarding sharing
information with their
class. Contact teachers
and or make an
announcement over the
public address system of
the incident. To minimize
over-stimulation, an email
can be sent, and teachers
can be directed to read
their email and respond
accordingly.

Principal, Acting
Principal, or designated
Assistant Principal

Principal, Assistant
Principal, Counselor, or
person designated by
Principal, contacted the
Director of Student
Support Services and
STARS, EBAC, La
Clinica, or Tiburcio
Vasquez will be
dispatched to your site,
based on availability.
Principal
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6

Notify other schools where siblings or
relatives attend.

Principal or designated
administrator or counselor
is to call additional schools
within district to notify
them of potential
counseling services needed
or other dynamics that
may impact applicable
school sites.

Principal or Counselors

7

Parental Communication

Principal & message
must be approved by the
Superintendent or
Superintendents
designee.

8

End of Day Debrief

If school-wide parental
communication is
appropriate, determine
memo, email, or school
loop content that should be
crafted and sent to parents
in a generic and nonspecific fashion.
At the conclusion of day
one of students grieving on
the campus because of the
death of a student, a
faculty meeting should be
convened to discuss the
dynamics of the day, next
steps, and the
identification of students
who may need additional
attention or parental
contact.

Principal

Additional Elements to Consider & Implement:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Teachers will need to be trained and informed regarding how to manage information related to
student trauma suffered or the death of a pupil. Such information must be provided to the Principal
first who will determine dissemination procedures. Such information is not to be disseminated by
teachers through school-wide email.
Make subs available for grieving teachers and establish a room during lunch for grieving teachers.
As a grief intervention & exercise for students, display a large sheet of butcher paper for student to
create memorial quotes in dedication of the deceased student.
In sharing and creating a memo regarding the incident of the deceased, the principals message to
staff and students should only include appropriate facts of the case.
All students will not be comfortable grieving in a group setting, thus allow space for individual
students to report to the counseling office for support and allow students experiencing increased
levels of grief to call home and be picked up by parent/guardian.
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Royal Sunset Placement Protocols
All students in need of attending Royal Sunset Continuation High School are to complete the
necessary application for processing. The appropriate staff at Arroyo, San Lorenzo, and East Bay
Arts High Schools, will be contacted by Royal Sunset as to when the student is to officially
attend an intake/orientation session and sign out at the comprehensive site, returning all books,
and receiving their to-date grade from all teachers. Unless cleared with the Director of Student
Support Services because of special circumstances, at no time should a student be dropped from
a comprehensive site while waiting for their official Royal Sunset start date. As comprehensive
site students complete applications to attend Royal Sunset, they are to be forwarded to Royal
Sunset for collection and processing. No student is to be sent to Royal Sunset without the
parent(s)/guardian(s) being informed of the potential transfer, and both student and
parent(s)/guardian(s) must sign the Royal Sunset Application.
Process:
1. Each comprehensive site is to maintain a list of all applicable students who are
academically deficient and in need of a Royal Sunset transfer to graduate on time. The
table below indicates optimal credit situations that may allow 10th, 11th and 12th grade
students to graduate from Royal Sunset.
2. Once Royal Sunset applications are completed, they are to be forwarded to Royal Sunset
for processing and analysis. Royal Sunset will make even selections from all sites, based
upon the presented applications and students most in need as space becomes available.
Royal Sunset will also operate swiftly to fill openings and maintain a continuation school
at capacity. In addition to sending applications to Royal Sunset, a triaged list of students
most in need academically should be maintained at the comprehensive site and sent to
Royal Sunset. Each comprehensive site shall maintain a master list of all students who
have completed applications.
3. As space opens and as students exit Royal Sunset, students/families from comprehensive
sites will be contacted for their orientation appointment. The comprehensive site will also
be contacted for the purpose of updating their list regarding who has been contacted and
attended orientation appointments. Inquisitive and inpatient comprehensive site
students/families are to be informed that applications have been sent to Royal Sunset and
they will receive a call when it is time for them to enroll at Royal Sunset. Students and
families are to be instructed that the student will continue attending all classes at the
comprehensive site until officially informed to sign out.
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Annual Credit Scenarios
Grade
12th
11th
10th

Credits: Start of Fall Semester
130
90
30

Credits: Start of Spring Semester
150
110
50

Priority: Students receiving priority through the Royal Sunset transfer process are those in
grades 11-12, and within the credit conditions above.
General Notes: Statistically, 10th grade students sent to Royal Sunset do not graduate and
should be sent with caution. No 9th grade students are to be transferred to Royal Sunset from a
comprehensive site. Additionally, because of program need, students with CELDT scores of 1 or
2 are not to be sent to Royal Sunset. No SPED student is to be considered or transferred to Royal
Sunset without the establishment and recommendation of the IEP team.
Behavioral Transfers: This document does not negate the process or purpose of involuntary
transfers. The office of Student Support Services should be contacted regarding Royal Sunset
transfers related to behavior/discipline, but only after the Behavioral Specialists have
implemented behavior Support Plans to aid them in being successful at the comprehensive site.
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

ROYAL SUNSET HIGH SCHOOL APPLICATION
Date ________________

PLEASE PRINT

_________________________________DOB:_________
Student name

Credits earned to date _______

________________________________________________
Address
Zip code

Current school _____________

________________________________________________
Parent/guardian name

Home phone _______________

________________________________________________
Work phone
Cell phone

___________________________
email address

Grade:_____

Does student have an IEP? ________ Does Student have a 504? ________

To graduate from Royal Sunset, a student must complete the required 190 credits and pass both sections of the CAHSEE. On
average, students can earn 60 credits per school year at Royal Sunset. Students must be 16 years of age or older to attend
Royal Sunset and in or beyond the 10th grade. .

REASON(S) FOR REFERRAL TO ROYAL SUNSET
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Are there any restrictions for this student at their current high school?_______________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Sibling(s) school of attendance and grade: _______________________________________________________
Parent/guardian signature ________________________________________________
Student signature ______________________________________________________
School Administration signature___________________________________________
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***Please attach student’s transcript, attendance record, most recent grades and any other pertinent records

SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

ROYAL SUNSET HIGH SCHOOL APPLICATION
Date:
Student Name:
Parent/Guardian Name:
DOB:
Credits earned to date:
Current school:
Address:
Zip code:
Best Phone #:
Email address:
Grade:
Sibling(s) school of attendance and grade:

Does student have an IEP?

Does Student have a 504?

To graduate from Royal Sunset, a student must complete the required 190 credits and pass both sections of the CAHSEE. On
average, students can earn 60 credits per school year at Royal Sunset. Students must be 16 years of age or older to attend
Royal Sunset and in or beyond the 10th grade. .

REASON(S) FOR REFERRAL TO ROYAL SUNSET:

Are there any restrictions for this student at their current high school?
Parent/guardian signature ________________________________________________________
Student signature _______________________________________________________________
School Administration Signature ___________________________________________________
***Please attach student’s transcript, attendance record, most recent grades and any other pertinent records.
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Department of Student Services
15510 Usher Street
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
Assistance for Families in Transition
The McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act is Title X, Part C, of the No Child Left Behind
Act. This legislation ensures that children and youth experiencing homelessness have full and
equal access to an appropriate public education and that they experience success in school. In
order to comply with this law and assist students and families facing this challenge, please
follow these guidelines:
Any time you learn of a potentially homeless situation, whether enrolling a new student or
talking with a current student, determine if the family is homeless and the residence address
provided is temporary housing due to financial hardship. Please see the attached information
sheet for a definition of homeless under the McKinney-Vento Act. Note: multigenerational living
arrangements are not always due to financial hardship and therefore not always considered
homeless.
If the living situation qualifies as homeless:
 Immediately enroll the student, even if the child or youth is unable to produce records
normally required for enrollment.
 Have parent/guardian complete and sign the upper portion of the McKinney-Vento
Eligibility Questionnaire
 Give the parent the “Is Your Housing Uncertain” rights form. Ask them to contact the
district liaison listed on the bottom of the form as soon as possible. The district
liaison can provide a variety of services, including transportation, school supplies and
child nutrition services, as appropriate.
 If the family needs assistance with public transportation, encourage them to contact
the district McKinney-Vento liaison as indicated at the bottom of the “rights” form
 Tag the students with the appropriate code in Aeries.
 FAX, scan or district mail a copy of the McKinney-Vento Eligibility Questionnaire to
the District Liaison in Student Services (510) 481-2584. Keep a copy in a binder at
your site for your records.
At the beginning of a new school year, review all families reported as homeless during the
previous year. Contact those families for new address information. If the family still reports a
homeless situation, either at the previously reported address or a new address, they should be
asked to complete another McKinney-Vento Eligibility Questionnaire to qualify for services for
the new school year.
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SAN LORENZO UNFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
McKinney-Vento Eligibility Questionnaire
DATE: ____/____/____
This questionnaire is intended to address the McKinney-Vento Assistance Act, U.S.C.A. 42 Section 11435(a). This information
will be used to determine if your child qualifies for additional assistance under the Federal No Child Left Behind Act. The
answers to these questions will in no way affect your ability to register in the district.
Student ______________________________ DOB___________ School____________________ Grade______
Student ______________________________ DOB___________ School____________________ Grade______
Student ______________________________ DOB____________ School____________________ Grade______
Student ______________________________ DOB____________ School ___________________ Grade______
1.
2.
3.

Is your current address a temporary living arrangement? Yes No
Is this temporary living arrangement due to loss of housing or economic hardship?
Where is the student presently living? (Please check one)









Yes No

In a motel
In a shelter
In a trailer park or camp ground
With more than one family in a house or apartment
Moving from place to place
In a place not designed for ordinary sleeping accommodations (ie: vehicle, park)
Other ___________________________________________________________________________________

Address of current residence: ______________________________________________________________________________
Or
Name and address of motel/shelter where currently staying: _____________________________________________
Phone number or name and number of contact person: _________________________________________________
Print Name of Parent/Legal Guardian _______________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature ______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Office Use Only
Needs: □ Bus tickets
Provided____/____/____
□ Child nutrition
Provided____/____/____
□ Supplies/backpacks
Provided ____/____/____
 Tagged in Aeries _____/_____/_____ By______

By________
By________
By________

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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DISTRITO ESCOLAR UNIFICADO DE SAN LORENZO
2015-16

Cuestionario de Elegibilidad McKinney-Vento
Este cuestionario pretende abordar la Asistencia de la Ley McKinney-Vento, U.S.C.A. El 42 Artículo 11435 (a). Esta
información será usada para determinar si su niño califica para asistencia adicional bajo la Ley Federal Ningún Niño
Se Quedará Atrás. Las respuestas a estas preguntas no afectarán de ninguna manera su capacidad de
inscribirse en el distrito.
Estudiante

Nacimiento

Escuela

Grado

Estudiante

Nacimiento

Escuela

Grado

Estudiante

Nacimiento

Escuela

Grado

Estudiante

Nacimiento

Escuela

Grado

1.
2.
3.

¿Es su lugar de vivienda actual una vivienda temporal?
Sí No
¿Se debe este arreglo de vivienda temporal a la pérdida de vivienda o dificultades económicas? SíNo
¿Dónde vive actualmente el estudiante? (Por favor responda marcando una de las opciones)









En un motel
En un albergue/refugio
En un parque de viviendas móviles o campamento
Con más de una familia en una casa o apartamento
Moviéndonos de un lugar a otro
En un lugar no designado para dormir (o sea: vehículo, parque)
Otro ___________________________________________________________________________

Nombre del Padre/Guardián Legal:
Domicilio actual
Teléfono (s)
Firma del Padre o Guardián Legal

(Celular)

Office Use Only
Needs: □ Bus tickets
Provided____/____/____
By________
□ Child nutrition
Provided____/____/____
By________
□ Supplies/backpacks
Provided ____/____/____
By________
 Tagged in Aeries ____/____/____ By:______________________
Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
15510 Usher Street
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
Is Your Housing Uncertain or Unstable?
You can enroll in school even if you have:




Uncertain housing
A temporary address
No permanent physical address

You are guaranteed enrollment in school by the federal McKinney-Vento Act and
California State law if you live:








In a shelter (family, domestic violence, or youth shelter or transitional living program)
In a motel, hotel, or weekly rate housing
In a house or apartment with more than one family because of economic hardship or
loss
In an abandoned building, in a car, at a campground, or on the street
In temporary foster care or with an adult who is not your parent or guardian
In substandard housing (without electricity, water or heat)
With friends or family because you are a runaway or an unaccompanied youth

To enroll in or attend school if you live under any of these conditions, you do NOT need
to provide:






Proof of residency

Immunization records or tuberculosis skin-test results
School records
Legal guardianship papers

Students have the right to:
 Participate fully in all school activities and programs for which you are eligible
 Continue to attend the school in which you were last enrolled even if you have
moved away from that school’s attendance zone or district.
 Receive transportation from your current residence back to your school of origin
 Qualify automatically for free and reduced price lunches and other district food
programs
 Contact the district liaison to resolve any disputes that arise during the enrollment
process
After completing enrollment at the school site, please contact:
Student Support Services at (510) 317-4774 for additional information and services.
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
15510 Usher Street
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
¿Son sus condiciones de vivienda inciertas o inestables?
Pueden matricularse en una escuela aún si su alojamiento es:




Incierto
Temporal
No tienen un domicilio físico permanente

La ley federal McKinney-Vento y la ley del estado de California le garantiza su matrícula
en una escuela si viven en:








Un albergue / refugio (de programa familiar, por violencia doméstica, refugio juvenil o
vivienda transicional)
En un motel, hotel, o vivienda de pago semanal
En una casa o apartamento con más de una familia debido a dificultades económicas,
o pérdidas
En un edificio abandonado, en un vehículo, en un campamento, o en la calle
Bajo cuidado o custodia temporal o con un adulto que no es tu padre o guardián
En una vivienda precaria (sin electricidad, agua o calefacción)
Con amistades o familia por ser un menor fugitivo o un joven indigente no
acompañado

Para matricularse o asistir a la escuela si viven en alguna de estas condiciones, no
necesitan proporcionar:





Comprobante de domicilio
Registro de vacunaciones o resultados de pruebas de tuberculosis
Registro escolar
Documentación de guardia / custodia legal

Los estudiantes tienen el derecho a:
 Participar plenamente en todas las actividades y programas escolares para los cuales son
elegibles
 Continuar en la última escuela en la que estaba matriculado aún si ahora están fuera de la
zona de asistencia escolar de esa escuela o distrito.
 Recibir transporte de su residencia actual a su escuela de origen
 Calificar al programa de almuerzos escolares gratis o reducido y otros programas de
alimentos del distrito
 Contactar al enlace del distrito para resolver cualquier disputa que surgiese durante el
proceso de matricula
Después de completar la inscripción en su escuela, por favor comuníquese con:
Servicios de Apoyo a los Estudiantes, para información y servicios adicionales al (510) 3174774
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SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
McKinney-Vento Information

Homelessness is defined as follows:
A child who




Lives with a friend, relative or someone else because the family lost their home and
cannot afford housing
Lives in a motel or hotel because they lack adequate alternative accommodations
Lives in emergency or transitional shelters, in domestic violence shelters or other like
settings

Homeless students have the following rights:








Immediate enrollment even without proof of residency, immunizations, school records or
other papers
Stay in their school even if they move
Get transportation to school, if needed
Go to pre-school programs
Get all the school services they need
Have disagreements with schools settled quickly
Go to the school they choose while disagreements are settled

School districts must ensure the following:






That homeless children enroll in and have full and equal opportunity to succeed in the
district’s schools
That homeless children and youth and their families receive the educational services for
which they are eligible
That parents or guardians of homeless children and youth are informed of educational
and related opportunities available to their children and are provided with meaningful
opportunities to participate in the education of their children
That parents and guardians of homeless children and youth are fully informed of all
transportation services, including transportation to the school of origin, and are assisted
in making use of transportation services
Unaccompanied youth (not in the physical custody of parents) are ensured all of the
rights accorded to homeless students, and those rights must be explained to them and
enforced on their behalf
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Administrative Expulsion Hearing Panel Chairperson Script & Procedures
Good morning everyone, today is (Date) and this administrative expulsion panel is convening
and hearing the said case, beginning at _____________am. As required by California Education
Code 48918(g), this hearing/meeting is being recorded.
My name is _________________________ and I will act as the hearing chairperson for today’s
proceedings. At this time we will have each hearing panelist introduce themselves, followed by
all others in the room. Please state your name and position in the district.
1._______________________ 2. ______________________ 3. ______________________
Introduction of other parties in the room (Please state your name and role/or relationship with
the student):____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
As we move forward with this hearing, for purposes of the recording and potential
transcription, please state your name before speaking.
Chairperson: The purpose of this hearing is for the administrative panel to hear and review the
evidence of this case, make findings of fact, and to make a recommendation to the to the San
Lorenzo Unified School District Board of Education to expel or not to expel.
Statement of Charges: At this time an administrative panel is convened to hear the expulsion
referral case and evidence, as set forth by the Principal of (name of school) and the San Lorenzo
Unified School District, in response to the actions and behaviors of (name of student) and make a
recommendation to expel or not expel, to the SLZUSD Governing Board.
As set forth by (name of school), the statement of charges against (name of student) are below:
48900(c)

48900(d)

48915 (c)(3)

Statement of Charges (Example)
Unlawfully possessed, used, sold, or otherwise furnished, or been under the influence
of any controlled substance listed in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053) of
Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code, an alcoholic beverage, or an intoxicant of
any kind.
Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance listed in
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10 of the Health and Safety
Code, an alcoholic beverage, or an intoxicant of any kind, and the either sold,
delivered, or otherwise furnished to any person another liquid, substance, or
material and represented the liquid, substance, or material as a controlled
substance, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant.
Unlawfully selling a controlled substance listed in Chapter 2
(commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10 of the Health and
Safety Code.
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School Presentation of the Case
At this time the Principal or Assistant Principal will present the information related to this case,
connected to the aforementioned education violations, regarding the school actions and behaviors
of (name of student). During this portion of the hearing, additional witnesses may/will be called
for additional testimony. Based upon California Education Code 48915 (b)(5) the (name of
student), parent/guardian, and/or legal representation will be afforded the right to question all
witnesses who testify during this hearing and to question all other evidence presented.
Presentation of the Case (Principal or Assistant Principal):___________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Witness #1: ___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Questions from pupil/family

Panel Questions

Witness #2: ___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Questions from pupil/family

Panel Questions
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Student & Parent Case Presentation
(Name of Student): Please approach and present your version of the incident that took place on
(Date) at (school or location of incident off school grounds). You may also include any
additional information you feel the panel should hear in making a determination and
recommendation regarding this case. A copy of your statement can be found on (list page
number in report).
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is there any additional information from the family for the panel to hear and/or consider
on behalf of (name of student)?___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Panelist Questions for (Student/Family)?___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Any additional (Name of School) or SLZUSD information to share?____________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Hearing Final Statements & Conclusion:
If there are no further questions or responses regarding this case, concerning the alleged school
actions and behaviors of (name of student), the administrative panel will enter private session
and begin their fact-finding responsibilities.
Within three schooldays after the hearing, the hearing panel will determine the outcome
recommendation of this case and write the fact-finding document, including the statement of
charges and rationale for the recommended decision, signed by all three panelist. If the decision
is to expel, this document will be presented to the Superintendent. Within 10 schooldays after the
conclusion of this hearing, the governing board shall decide whether to expel the pupil (based
upon the panel recommendation), unless the pupil requests in writing that the decision be
postponed.
If the expulsion of (name of student) is recommended to the Governing Board, the student and
parents will be invited and notified of the date and time the governing Board will review the
recommendation for expulsion.
Concluding Statement
This concludes the Administrative Panel and hearing portion of this process for (name of
student). The date is ____________ and the concluding time of this hearing is ______________.
All non-panelists are now excused and your time and participation is appreciated.
Additional Notes (if needed): ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Additional Forms
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San Lorenzo Unified School District

SCHOOL SITE VERIFICIATION OF RESIDENCE

School ________

The San Lorenzo Unified School District and California State Law require that a student provide proof
that his/her legal guardian’s residence is within attendance boundary of the district prior to his/her
enrollment.
Verification can be established by providing the school with any of two of the following which must be
within the past 30 days of presentation:
 Escrow papers showing purchase of home and legal guardians name
 Rental agreement with a cancelled check or receipt for deposit showing manager’s name and
phone number and legal guardian’s name
In addition you will need to submit
 Current PG&E bill or deposit receipt for PG&E service turn on showing correct address and legal
guardian’s name.
 Current EBMUD bill showing address and legal guardian’s name
 Homeowner’s Insurance statement showing correct address and legal guardian’s name
 Current telephone bill/cable bill showing correct address and legal guardian’s name
 Other _________________________________________________________________
Student Name: _________________________________________ Birthdate: _____________ Grade ___
Parent/Guardian: _______________________________________________ Special Education: _______
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________ Alternate: ________________________________
Last School Attended: ________________________________ Location: __________________________
Has the student ever been expelled from school: _______Is there and expulsion pending? ___________
By signing this document, I verify that I am the natural parent, the custodial parent, or the legal guardian
of the student listed above. I understand that if any of this information, which allows my child to be
enrolled in the San Lorenzo Unified School District, is found to be untrue or changes and I do not notify
school officials, the continued enrollment of my child in San Lorenzo Unified School District will be
ended.
_________________________________________________________ ___________________________
Parent /Guardian Signature
Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________
District /School Use
Enrolled on contract: Yes No
Inter-District Agreement: Yes No
Open Enrollment: Yes No
Affidavit Yes No
_________________________________________________________ ___________________________
Enrolled by
Date
Attach verification of address to this form and place in student file
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San Lorenzo Unified School District
Shared Residency Contract
a quote from
the document
or the summary of an interesting point.
can position the
box #:
anywhere
1. [Type
Parent/Legal
Guardian
Name ________________________Home
Phone#You
_____________
Celltext
Phone
____________
in
the
document.
Use
the
Drawing
Tools
tab
to
change
the
formatting
of
the
pull
quote
text
box.]
2. Student(s) Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
3. Name of person with Whom the family is Residing: _______________________________________________________
4. Address: ____________________________________________Relationship to Student: _________________________






I certify that the student(s) identified above is/are living at the above address.
I certify that the parent/legal guardian listed above is residing at the above address with his/her student(s)
I state under penalty of perjury that the student(s) listed above is/are residing with the person identified in #3
I understand that the person identified in #3 must provide two current utility bills & homeowner or rental documents
I will cooperate with a home visit should the Director of Student Support Services deem it necessary in order to verify
residency.

I understand the that my child/children may be removed from the SLZUD at any time during the school year if the district
determines that she/she does not live within the boundaries of the district. I further agree to pay all costs incurred by
SLZUSD; including attorney fees in prosecuting a civil lawsuit against me should I intentionally misrepresent the residency of
the students(s) and/or parent/legal guardians named on this document.
_________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________
Parent/Legal Guardian

Date

Signature of person Family is Residing as stated in #3

Date

Residency documented provided: (Section A) _________________________________, _______________________________

To be complete by the Owner or Rental Manager
Rental Manager/Owner Name: _________________________

____Home Owner

____ Rental Manager

Address: ___________________________________________Contact Phone #_____________________
I state under penalty of perjury that I am the owner or rental manager at the address in which the student is
residing above. I further agree to pay all costs incurred by SLZUSD; including attorney fees, in prosecuting a civil
lawsuit against me should I intentionally misrepresent myself.
Residency documentation Provided: (Section A) ______________, _____________(Section B)_________
Manager/Owner Signature: ___________________________________ Date:______________________
Contract has been



Approved
Denied
Reason for Denial_____________________________________________________

District Office Signature: __________________________________ Date: _______________________
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San Lorenzo Unified School District
Unaccompanied Homeless Youth Verification
Student:
Birthdate:
Social Security Number:
Current Mailing Address of Student (if none, please leis name, phone number, and mailing address of
current contact): _______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
I am providing this letter of verification as a (check one):





A McKinney-Vento School District Liaison: _____________________________________
A director or designee of a HUD-funded shelter: ________________________________
A director or designee of a RHYA –FUNDED shelter: _____________________________
A financial aid administrator: _______________________________________________

I am authorized to verify this student’s living situation. Should you have additional questions or need
more information about this student, please contact me at the number listed above.
This letter is to confirm that ______________________________________________________________
Student Name
Check One




An unaccompanied homeless youth after July 1, 2011
This means that after July 1, 2001, ________________________ was living in a homeless
situation, as defined by Section 725 of the McKinney-Vento Act, and was not in the physical
custody of a parent or guardian.
An Unaccompanied, self-supporting youth at risk homeless after July 1, 2011. This means that
after, July 1, 2011, _____________________________was not in the physical custody of a
parent or guardian, provides for his/her own living expenses entirely on his/her own, and is at
risk of losing his/her housing.

Authorized Signature
Print Name
Title

Date
Telephone Number
Agency
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San Lorenzo Unified School District
Caregiver’s Authorization Affidavit
Us of this affidavit is authorized by Part 1.5 (commencing with Section s 6550) of Division 11 of the
California Family Code.
Instructions: Completion of items 1-4 ad the signing of the affidavit are sufficient to authorize
enrollment of a minor in school and authorize school related medical care. Completion of items 5-8 is
additionally required to authorize any other medical care.
PRINT CLEARLY
The minor named below lives in my home and I am 18 years of age or older>
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name of Minor: __________________________________________________________
Minor’s Birth Date: ________________________________________________________
My name ( adult giving authorization): ________________________________________
My home address: _________________________________________________________
( ) I am a grandparent, aunt, uncle or other qualified relative of the minor (see back of this
form for definition of “qualified relative”).
6. Check one or both (for example, if one parent was advised and the other cannot be located):
 I have advised the parents or other person(s) having legal custody of the minor of
my intent to authorize medical care, and have received no objection
 I am unable to contact the parent(s) or other person(s) having legal custody of the
minor at this time, to notify them of my intended authorization.
7. My date of birth:
8. My California Driver’s licensed or identification card number _________________

Warning: Do not sign this form if any of the statements above are incorrect or, you will be
committing a crime punishable by a fine, imprisonment, or both.
I declare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct.
Name: Print ________________________________
Signature: _________________________________
Date: _____________________________________

copy of id here
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Caregiver Authorization Affidavit Guidelines
(Recommended For School Site Personnel)
Please Initial
1.

2

3

4.

5.

a.
b.
c.

Explain and verify the Caregiver Affidavit (Family Code 6550) information
listed in sections one through eight. Note: the caregiver must fill out a
separate affidavit for every student enrolling into the school district.
Review and explain the “Warning” information and the penalty for
perjury under the laws of the State of California for information that is
correct or untrue on the Caregiver Affidavit.
Explain to the Caregiver that the affidavit only allows school enrollment,
work permit request, emergency medical treatment and ACCESS TO
STUDENT RECORDS by the caregiver.
The caregiver must initial and date the back of the form acknowledging
that you have explained the Caregiver Affidavit.
Make (3) copies of the Caregiver Affidavits:

Original Copy will be placed in the student’s cumulative folder. Please highlight the back
of the page under the School Official’s portion of the affidavit.
Second Copy is returned to the Caregiver to keep for his/her records.
Third Copy including this form will be submitted the Unified School District Custodian of
Records and Placed in the District’s Caregiver Affidavit Files.

Initial Here
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Student Count Procedures & Recommendations
HIGH SCHOOL
To be done first 10 days of school, in order to gain accurate student enrollment.
Daily count of all Students by grade level
Daily email counts to Sue Mahoney by 11AM

Suggested strategies to collect counts:
2ND Period
Have teachers do physical head count AND attendance in ABI (to match)
o Enter count into table
o Collected daily by designated person
o Delivered to Office no later than 10AM
NOTE: Student, who attends Day 1 of school then absent Day 2, is still counted Day 2, Day 3… unless
officially dropped. All no-shows need to be officially dropped on Day 6.

DAY

RM #

9th

10th

11th

12th

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Student Count Procedures & Recommendations
MIDDLE SCHOOL
To be done first 10 days of school, in order to gain accurate student enrollment.
Daily count of all Students by grade level
Daily email counts to Sue Mahoney by 11AM

Suggested strategies to collect counts:
2ND Period
Have teachers do physical head count AND attendance in ABI (to match)
o Enter count into table
o Collected daily by designated person
o Delivered to Office no later than 10AM
NOTE: Student, who attends Day 1 of school then absent Day 2, is still counted Day 2, Day 3… unless
officially dropped. All no-shows need to be officially dropped on Day 6.

DAY

RM #

6TH

7TH

8TH

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Student Count Procedures & Recommendations
ELEMENTARY
To be done first 10 days of school, in order to gain accurate student enrollment.
Daily count of all Students by grade level
Daily email counts to Sue Mahoney by 11AM

Suggested strategies to collect counts:
9:00AM - Teachers do physical head count AND attendance in ABI (to match)
o Call in counts to Office Manager
 O.M. completes chart
9:00AM - Office Manager call each room to collect counts
 O.M. completes chart
NOTE: Student, who attends Day 1 of school then absent Day 2, is still counted Day 2, Day 3… unless
officially dropped. All no-shows need to be officially dropped on Day 6.

DAY

K

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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SST Forms
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San Lorenzo Unified School District

Student Success Team Meeting Form
Student______________________ M____ F____ Chronological Age_______ BD _____Grade_______ Referring Person________________________
Parents/Guardians______________________________ Primary Language_____________________ School__________________________ Date_______

Strengths

Information

SST Members Present:

Modifications

Areas of Concern

Strategies

Action

Who / When

Follow –Up SST Date______________

SST Facilitator______________________________ Parents/Guardians__________________________________ Student____________________________
Counselor_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_______________________
Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________
Teacher_________________________Administrator _____________________ School Psychologist _________________________ Other______________
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San Lorenzo Unified School District

Student Success Team Follow-Up Form
Student______________________ M____ F____ Chronological Age_______ BD _____Grade_______ Referring Person________________________
Parents/Guardians______________________________ Primary Language_____________________ School__________________________ Date_______

Past Action Items

Outcomes of Past
Action Items

SST Members Present:

New Information

Brainstorm/New
Strategies

New and Continuing Action
Items

Who

When

Desired Student Outcomes

As Evidenced By

Tertiary SST Date______________

SST Facilitator______________________________ Parents/Guardians__________________________________ Student____________________________
Counselor_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_______________________
Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________ Teacher_________________________
Administrator _____________________ School Psychologist _________________________ Other____________________ Other ___________________
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